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ABSTRACT 

Large quantities of tailings slurry wastes are generated as a by-product of the mining and oil 

sands industries, which, combined with the generally poor performance of tailings storage 

facilities (TSFs) over the past two decades, has led to increased scrutiny of mining activities.  

These greater quantities of slurry waste, and increased scrutiny on mining, have resulted in 

the development of a variety of new technologies to improve tailings management.  One 

such technology is the treatment of tailings at or close to the point of slurry discharge with a 

polyacrylamide-based polymer.  

Polymer treatment (PT) of tailings slurries at or near the point of discharge has been under 

incremental development since the 1980s, with the process used to increase initial 

dewatering rates, reduce segregation, increase beach slope, or increase deposited tailings 

strength at a given density.  Owing to the apparent success of PT in some of these 

applications, the trialling and implementation of such schemes has increased.  The 

management of mature fine tailings (MFT) for the oil sands industry has been an area of 

particular focus for PT, owing to the properties of MFT and increased regulatory emphasis 

on closure of ponds used to store MFT. 

In parallel to the trialling and implementation of PT, assessments of the effect of such 

treatment on the subsequent geotechnical behaviour of the slurry, following settling and 

commencement of self-weight consolidation, have been carried out in laboratory studies.  

Prior to commencement and during the progress of this thesis, published testing had 

indicated that PT could, for some materials:  (i) alter the Atterberg limits of treated material, 

(ii) increase strength at a given density, (iii) increase rates of settling and self-weight 

consolidation, (iv) vary the density of material at a given effective stress, and (v) potentially 

increase a material’s sensitivity.  The primary approach of most studies had been laboratory-

based, with limited in situ testing of trial PT deposits published.  Available published in situ 

testing studies indicated PT resulted in higher strengths, but potentially increased sensitivity 

when tested with a vane shear, while piezocone penetration testing (CPTu) from one 

example indicated PT slurry exhibited higher strengths and reduced excess pore pressure 

generation during probing. 
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The purpose of the research outlined in this thesis was to undertake a systematic laboratory 

study of the effects of PT on the consolidation, strength, critical state conditions, and 

liquefaction susceptibility of a low plasticity slurry following PT, compared to an untreated 

(UT) condition, and to then supplement this laboratory program with centrifuge-based 

penetrometer testing to assess the ability of model penetrometers, and commonly-adopted 

interpretation techniques, to infer the engineering behaviour of PT material.  On the basis of 

the progress of the study and on the ongoing state of practice of PT in the tailings industry, 

additional research was undertaken to assess the effects of shearing on the PT slurry 

geotechnical performance, and on means to account for the reduction of segregation 

potential from PT on the resulting consolidation behaviour and realised densities within an 

accreting tailings deposit (compared to a UT deposit of the same material).   

The study was undertaken by first developing a “synthetic” slurry, comprising a combination 

of laboratory-standard sand, silt, and kaolin clay.  This material was developed such that it 

was sufficiently fine-grained that PT would produce an increased dewatering rate for the 

material, while being of low plasticity and hence likely to be susceptible to liquefaction-

related strength loss.  BASF Australia Ltd then provided assistance in selecting a polymer 

and dosage that produced a reduction in segregation, increase in yield strength, and 

increase in dewatering rate for the synthetic slurry.  Once the material, polymer, and dosage 

were selected, a series of slurry consolidometer, triaxial, and monotonic and cyclic direct 

simple shear tests were carried out on UT and PT materials of the same slurry.  UT samples 

were tested from a slurry prepared to sufficient density to prevent segregation. 

A series of model penetrometer tests were then undertaken using the University of Western 

Australia’s beam centrifuge, to assess the response of UT and PT materials to CPTu and full 

flow (T-bar) penetration tests at various penetration rates.  In parallel to this study, 

additional consolidation tests were undertaken to assess the performance of different 

components of UT slurry following segregation, with the results used as inputs to self-

weight consolidation modelling to assess the potential benefits of PT on realised in situ 

density.  Finally, PT slurry was prepared, heavily sheared with a drill mixer, and then tested 

in the laboratory to assess whether shearing would “breakdown” the PT-induced fabric and 

reduce or eliminate the changes to geotechnical behaviour induced from PT. 
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The outcomes of these laboratory, centrifuge, and self-weight consolidation modelling 

investigations are outlined as follows: 

1. PT was seen to significantly affect the synthetic slurry’s consolidation properties, 

resulting in lower densities at a given effective stress, and higher hydraulic conductivities 

and rates of consolidation at a given density or effective stress. 

2. PT material tended towards a different critical state line (CSL) compared to UT material, 

with the PT CSL at higher “elevation” in void ratio – log mean effective stress space, and 

of approximately 50% greater compressibility.  Further, the results of a variety of 

strength tests were consistent with the apparent variation in CSL, such as higher 

undrained shear strengths of PT material at a given density.  However, PT did not appear 

to change the material’s critical state friction ratio. 

3. Normalised undrained strength ratios following PT were slightly lower than UT in both a 

normally consolidated and overconsolidated condition.  However, PT material appeared 

to be more sensitive to shear rate effects, with high shear rates resulting in larger 

undrained strength increases for PT samples.  Both PT and UT material exhibited a 

similar increase in undrained strength from mechanical overconsolidation. 

4. Cyclic resistance and post-cyclic strengths, as a function of cyclic strain, were essentially 

indistinguishable between UT and PT materials.  This was despite the PT material being 

at a lower density. 

5. Self-weight consolidation within the beam centrifuge, and dissipation tests from model 

penetrometers indicated rates of consolidation for PT and UT materials consistent with 

laboratory testing, with both exhibiting similar consolidation-rate anisotropy. 

6. Model penetrometer tip resistance and friction sleeve response indicated significant 

differences in the two materials, with PT material exhibiting dilative pore pressure 

response, and UT material exhibiting contractive pore pressure response.  This was 

despite both materials being inferred to be slightly looser than critical.  The increased 

rates of consolidation for PT material meant that undrained penetration conditions 

could not be achieved under even the maximum penetration rates at which the beam 

centrifuge model penetrometers could operate.  

7. Shearing of PT material (after treatment) resulted in a reduction, but not elimination, of 

the observed effects of PT on consolidation and undrained strength behaviour. 
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8. Tests on UT material, following segregation, indicated the coarse fraction was less 

compressible and of higher hydraulic conductivity compared to the fine fraction, with 

the results of the two tests “straddling” that of the total sample fraction.   

9. Consolidation modelling of PT, UT-total sample, UT-coarse fraction, and UT-fine fraction 

indicated significant differences to expected in situ rate of consolidation and average dry 

density in the idealised models developed.  The modelling indicated that PT is likely to 

be of greater benefit in increasing density within tailings deposits with high rates of rise, 

and that inclusion of segregation considerations related to UT material may provide a 

more useful assessment of the potential effects of PT (where segregation is likely 

eliminated). 
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Challenges to tailings management 

Mechanical crushing and grinding of ores is generally required in modern mining operations, 

to produce particles of suitable size to enable extractive processes to be carried out to 

remove the desired resource from the ore.  This process, while extracting a resource, leaves 

the remaining material as a liquid waste product comprising typically fine sands, silts, and 

clays: i.e. tailings.  Tailings vary in properties significantly depending on the ore from which 

they originate, but in general, “conventional” mining practices result in deposition of the 

material as a largely unthickened slurry with a low proportion of solids, and hence with 

significant water.  The deposited material is then contained within tailings storage facilities 

(TSFs).  With the expansion of mining throughputs over the past 50 years, TSFs are now 

some of the largest structures constructed by humans (for example, Azam and Li, 2010). 

Deposition of tailings slurries in an unthickened state for containment in TSFs suffers from a 

number of difficulties, including the management of significant quantities of water.  Tailings 

deposits are typically developed incrementally over a period of decades, with capacity 

increased as tailings deposition continues.  This long time frame, combined with frequent 

changes to mining economics, projected future production requirements, and personnel 

and consultant changes throughout mine life results in difficulty developing a 

comprehensive plan for tailings management at the commencement of mining that is likely 

to be adhered to.  Therefore, tailings management plans evolve significantly over time, with 

short-term economic requirements to provide storage at low cost often dominating – 

particularly as tailings deposits are, in the overall context of a mining project, a waste 

repository for which improved engineering and construction expenditure do not typically 

increase profitability of a mining operation.   

These issues have contributed to TSFs exhibiting poor reliability in comparison to most other 

earth structures, with failure rates approximately two orders of magnitude higher than 

water dams (Azam and Li, 2010).  Many failures result in loss of lives and significant 

economic damage for surrounding communities and the miner – a recent dramatic example 

being the failure of the Fundão TSF in Brazil (Morgenstern et al., 2016).  Interrogation of the 

failures that have occurred highlights the importance that excess water within and on the 
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tailings plays in the consequences of tailings failures (Morgenstern et al., 2015, Rourke and 

Luppnow, 2015).  Further, the throughput of mining operations, and the resulting volume 

and height of tailings deposits continue to increase, which further increases the risks 

associated with such facilities (Robertson, 2011).  

Owing to the issues briefly summarised, alternatives to conventional tailings practice have 

undergone significant development over the past decades, as outlined subsequently. 

1.2. Alternatives to conventional deposition 

Owing largely to the issues outlined previously regarding the shortcomings of conventional 

tailings management, a number of alternative and supplements to tailings practice have 

been suggested and implemented over the past decades.  In many cases, these methods 

have focussed on reducing the quantities of water present in tailings, and/or improving the 

ability to manage such water when it is deposited.  A summary of major alternative 

developments to conventional deposition are outlined as follows: 

1. Thickened tailings:  First proposed by Robinsky (1975), thickened tailings involves 

increasing the density of deposited slurry such that it is non-segregating, produces less 

settling water on deposition, and achieves higher beach slopes.  The increased beach 

slopes can serve to reduce confining embankment construction requirements, while 

reduced water deposited on the tailings can lead to water savings by reduction in 

evaporation and seepage losses at the tailings deposit.  This technology has been 

implemented successfully at a large number of mines globally (Williams, 2000, Jewell 

and Fourie, 2015).  Economically, this form of tailings deposition has often proved most 

successful in areas where water is expensive. 

2. Filtered dry stacked tailings:  Filtered dry stack tailings also involves increased thickening 

of the tailings slurry, with the material reduced to a moisture content where it is of 

sufficient density to be transported by trucks or conveyor belts, and may have achieved 

unsaturated conditions through the filtering process.  Similar to thickened tailings, this 

method of tailings disposal offers the best economic justification when the cost of water 

is high.  This technology has been implemented at a significant number of mines globally 

(for example, Davies, 2011).  Thus far, the capital costs involved in the filtration plant has 

limited the application of filtered tailings to low to moderate throughput mines. 
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3. Co-disposal:  Co-disposal involves the mixing of fine (i.e. tailings) and coarse mine wastes 

to produce a single waste stream (for example, Wickland and Wilson, 2005). This 

technology involves different specific methods depending on the waste products 

available at a mine, including co-mingling, co-placement, and co-deposition.  Co-disposal 

is particularly attractive in applications where the chemical nature of different waste 

streams can be contrasted such that when deposited together the combination results 

in reduced potential for contamination of surface runoff and groundwater. 

4. Cemented paste backfill:  This technology involves the use of tailings, thickened 

significantly and treated with cement or other binding agents, as a backfill within 

underground mine workings (for example, Belem and Benzaazoua, 2004).  It is 

commonly implemented in underground mines, as backfill is required (separate to 

tailings storage requirements) and as the throughputs of underground mines are 

typically lower than open cut mines, making the increased thickening requirements 

easier to implement.   

5. Polymer treatment:  Polymer treatment (PT) involves treatment of the slurry at, or close 

to the point of discharge with a polymer – typically polyacrylamide-based.  PT, when 

implemented successfully, can result in more rapid initial dewatering of the slurry, 

reduced segregation, increased beach slope, and higher strengths.  This technology is 

the focus of this thesis.  

1.3. Polymer treatment trialling and implementation 

PT technology has been under development for at least three decades (Backer and Busch, 

1981, Stewart et al., 1986), with increasing research, trials, and applications occurring 

recently to improve tailings management.  This technology has been of particular interest in 

the oil sands industry (Sobkowicz, 2013, Caldwell et al., 2014), owing to its potential to 

improve the dewatering and strength characteristics of mature fine tailings (MFT). However, 

it has also found application with mineral sands/slimes (Beveridge et al. 2015), copper (Riley 

et al. 2015), nickel (Reid and Boshoff 2015), and bauxite tailings (Cooling and Beveridge 

2015), with continued assessment of potential applications in current tailings practice.  It 

has also been used to improve the characteristics of slurries comprising dredge spoil (for 

example, Van Impe et al. 2009). 
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In parallel to the implementation of PT in tailings practice, assessment of the potential for 

PT to change the subsequent geotechnical properties of treated slurries (natural soils or 

tailings) have been ongoing.  Laboratory studies published on the geotechnical effects of PT 

that the author could locate up to the end of 2016 are outlined in Table 1-1.  While the 

review indicated below suggests that a significant quantity of research has occurred with 

respect to the effects of PT, a number of areas relevant to TSF design have yet to be 

investigated, and, in general, the studies available were each somewhat “narrow”, in that 

they focussed on a few geotechnical properties using only a few test types for a given 

material.  The purpose of this study was to expand on these previous studies, as outlined 

further below. 

It is noted that the work outlined in this thesis was carried out between 2011 and 2016.  As 

such, many of the works cited in Table 1-1 were being carried out in parallel.  Indeed, the 

studies outlined in Table 1-1 and this thesis appear to represent parts of an industry-wide 

effort to improve the understanding of the effects of PT on geotechnical behaviour.   

It is further noted that much of the previous and parallel referenced literature related to 

research on the PT of MFT, owing to the significant investments directed towards improving 

the remediation and strength gain of this material.  However, MFT, owing to its high clay 

activity and residual bitumen content, differs significantly from most tailings and from the 

slurry developed for this research.  Despite this, owing to the limited sources of available 

data on PT, the results obtained thus far from research on MFT are included for comparison 

to provide context to the outcomes of this study. 

In parallel to research of the geotechnical effects of polymers, significant work has also been 

carried out on the study of the geochemical interaction of polymers and soils (Ofori et al. 

2011, Wang 2013, Ibanez et al. 2015, Khatabi 2016), rheological behaviour (for example, 

Avadiar et al. 2013) and the effects of different pore fluid chemistries on the behaviour and 

efficacy of polymers (Arinaitwe 2008).   
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Table 1-1:  Available literature on geotechnical effects of PT 

Geotechnical 
property 

Effect of PT Relevant Reference(s) Material Test Device/Type 

Liquid Limit Increase 

Jeeravipoolvarn et al. (2009) MFT Fall cone 

Yao (2012) MFT Casagrande cup 

Beier et al. (2013) MFT Not specified 

Manzotti et al (2014) 
Dredged 

organic silt 
Fall cone 

Plasticity Index Increase 

Jeeravipoolvarn et al. (2009) MFT - 

Yao (2012) MFT - 

Beier et al. (2013) MFT - 

Manzotti et al (2014) 
Dredged 

organic silt 
- 

Shrinkage Limit Increase Yao (2012) MFT “Balloon” Method 

Hydraulic 
Conductivity @ 
given density 

Negligible 
Change 

Yao (2012) MFT Oedometer 

Manzotti et al. (2014) 
Dredged 

organic silt 
Oedometer and 

CRS 

Increase 

Jeeravipoolvarn et al. (2009) MFT 
Settling and 

Consolidometer 

Van Impe (2009) Mineral Sludge 
Seepage Induced 

Consolidation 

Azam (2012) Lateritic slurry 
Settling and 

Consolidometer 

Undrained shear 
strength @ given 

density 

Increase Jeeravipoolvarn et al. (2009) MFT Vane Shear 

Increase Yao (2012) MFT Vane Shear 

Increase Beier et al. (2013) MFT 
Vane Shear and/or 
Cavity Expansion 

Increase Manzotti et al. (2014) 
Dredged 

organic silt 
Fall Cone 

Increase Cooling and Beveridge (2015) Bauxite residue Vane Shear 

Increase Gholami and Simms (2015) MFT 
Direct simple shear 
(DSS) and Triaxial 

Density @ given 
stress condition 

Decrease 

Mao and Fahey (2000) Calcareous soil Consolidometer 

Jeeravipoolvarn et al. (2009) MFT 
Settling and 

Consolidometer 

Yao (2012) MFT Oedometer 

Manzotti et al. (2014) 
Dredged 

organic silt 
Oedometer, CRS 

Increase 
Azam (2011) Lateritic slurry 

Settling and 
Consolidometer 

Van Impe et al. (2009) Mineral Sludge 
Seepage Induced 

Consolidation 

Sensitivity Increase Beier et al. (2013) MFT 
Vane Shear and/or 
Cavity Expansion 

Cyclic Resistance 
Negligible 

Change 
Reid and Boshoff (2015) 

Lateritic nickel 
tailings 

DSS 

Post-Cyclic 
Strengths 

Reduction Reid and Boshoff (2015) 
Lateritic nickel 

tailings 
DSS 
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1.4. Purpose of this study 

The purpose of this study was to carry out a systematic investigation of the effects of PT on a 

number of important geotechnical properties related to tailings density, strength, liquefaction 

susceptibility, and the ability of current technologies to infer these properties within a tailings 

deposit using penetrometer tests.  To this end, a “synthetic” slurry was developed from three 

laboratory-standard soils, mixed at a set proportion such that the resulting material was of similar 

index properties to many tailings, while also being amenable to PT.  A synthetic material was 

developed in this manner, rather than testing tailings from a mine, as (i) use of laboratory-standard 

soils provides essentially unlimited quantities of material to test (of particular importance for a large 

experimental program including beam centrifuge tests), and (ii) publication of data within the mining 

industry is increasingly difficult, and hence there would be a risk that use of tailings from a mine site 

may have inhibited later publication of the study’s results.   

1.5. Thesis outline 

This thesis is organised as a series of papers, with the exception of the first and final 

chapters. The first chapter (Chapter 1) provides an introduction and background on the 

purpose of this work and its context within the management of tailings slurries.  The final 

chapter (Chapter 5) summarises the results of the work outlined in the thesis, and provides 

recommendations on future work to extend the results of the research outlined in this 

thesis.  Chapters 2 to 4 outline the main components of the research undertaken to achieve 

the goals described previously, which have been published or are pending publication in 

peer-review journals.  Appendices A and B represent two conference papers submitted 

during the course of the research project on related topics. Appendix C presents additional 

photographs of test devices and samples that could not be included within the original 

papers owing to the limited space available in journal publications, while Appendix D 

presents scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images obtained of UT and PT samples. 

 

The chapters and appendices representing published works are outlined as follows: 

Chapter 2:  D. Reid and A. Fourie, 2016, “Laboratory assessment of the effects of polymer 

treatment on geotechnical properties of low-plasticity soil slurry,” Canadian Geotechnical 

Journal, Vol. 53, No. 10, pp. 1718-1730.  This paper/chapter consisted of the following work: 
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 A “synthetic slurry” was developed to serve as the basis of the research, and BASF 

Australia Ptd Ltd provided input to the choice of a suitable polymer and dosage. 

 Sample preparation methods were developed to enable preparation of UT and PT from 

slurries without segregation, allowing comparison of the sample material during testing. 

 A series of slurry consolidometer and triaxial tests were carried out to compare 

consolidated densities, hydraulic conductivity and rate of consolidation, drained and 

undrained shear strength, and CSLs for UT and PT materials. 

Chapter 3:  D. Reid and A. Fourie, 2016, “Effects of polymer treatment on undrained 

strength and cyclic behaviour of a low plasticity slurry,” Journal of Geotechnical and 

Geoenvironmental Engineering, Vol. 143, No. 6.  This paper/chapter consisted of the 

following work: 

 Building on the results of work in Chapter 2, the laboratory test program was extended 

to include monotonic and cyclic DSS tests. 

 Identical soil, polymer, and sample preparation techniques were adopted. 

 Tests were carried out to assess monotonic undrained strength, cyclic resistance, and 

post-cyclic strength reduction for UT and PT materials using a DSS system. 

Chapter 4:  D. Reid and A. Fourie, “Centrifuge assessment of the effects of polymer 

treatment on penetrometer response,” International Journal of Physical Modelling in 

Geotechnics, in press.  This paper/chapter consisted of the following work: 

 The sample preparation methods developed for laboratory testing were expanded to 

produce sufficient volumes of UT and PT material to enable beam centrifuge tests on 

both materials. 

 A variety of miniature penetrometer tests were used to assess response of UT and PT 

materials to penetration, with reference to known behaviour of these materials in 

laboratory element tests with the same sample preparation techniques. 

Appendix A:  D.Reid and A. Fourie, 2015, “Effects of shear on the behaviour of polymer-

treated slurries,” in Proceedings of Tailings and Mine Waste Management for the 21st 

Century, Sydney, Australia, 27-28 July 2015.  This paper/appendix consisted of the following 

work: 

 To assess the sensitivity of the results obtained to shearing of the PT material, additional 

PT material was produced and then sheared heavily using a drill mixer. 
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 Additional triaxial and DSS tests were carried out to compare to the results from 

Chapters 2 and 3. 

Appendix B:  D. Reid, L. Utting, and A. Fourie, 2015, “Assessing the effects of polymer 

treatment – segregation considerations,” in Proceedings of Tailings and Mine Waste 2015, 

Vancouver, Canada, 26-28 October 2015.  This paper/appendix consisted of the following 

work: 

 UT material was intentionally segregated to produce “fine” and “coarse” grained 

components. 

 The materials were then tested in a slurry consolidometer, to obtain consolidation 

characteristics. 

 Finite-strain consolidation models were developed to assess the likely in situ densities 

achieved for deposition of UT and PT material, and UT material attempting to take 

cognisance of the potential for segregation. 
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2. LABORATORY ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS OF 

POLYMER TREATMENT ON GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES 

OF LOW PLASTICITY SOIL SLURRY 

Abstract 

A laboratory study was undertaken to assess the effects of PT on the geotechnical behaviour 

of a low plasticity slurry.  PT was undertaken on the material using a high molecular weight 

polyacrylamide polymer.  Slurry consolidometer and triaxial testing were undertaken to 

compare the geotechnical behaviour of the material following PT compared to an UT 

condition.  The material was prepared from a slurry state in a non-segregating condition, to 

enable comparison of uniform samples.  Testing indicated that PT resulted in lower final 

consolidated densities at a given magnitude of effective stress, while increasing rate of 

consolidation and hydraulic conductivity.  Triaxial testing indicated that PT material, when 

sheared, appeared to exhibit a different critical state line (CSL) than UT material.  The PT CSL 

was higher in void ratio terms than the UT CSL, and with an increased compressibility.  Both 

PT and UT material exhibited undrained shear strengths consistent with the state of the 

specimen with respect to that material’s CSL.  PT material exhibited higher undrained shear 

strengths at a given density.  All the effects observed following PT appeared to persist across 

a wide range of effective stresses.   

2.1. Introduction 

Large quantities of tailing slurry wastes are generated as a by-product of the mining and oil 

sands industries (COSIA, 2012, Wang et al., 2014).  Further, the regulatory bodies governing 

the mining and oil sands industries have, in general, increased the stringency of regulations 

and guidelines relating to the safe and environmentally responsible management of tailings 

slurries.  Examples include (the now suspended) Directive 074 (ERCB, 2009), and 

recommendations on improving tailings practice following the Mt Polley failure 

(Morgenstern et al., 2015).  The combination of large quantities of slurry waste products 

and increasingly stringent requirements for their management has led to the development 

of a variety of new technologies to improve tailings management.  One such technological 
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development is the addition of polyacrylamide-based polymers at or near the point of slurry 

discharge. 

The application of polymers to tailings slurries within the process plant to aid dewatering 

has been used in the mining industry for decades.  However, more recently, the trialling and 

full scale application of polyacrylamide-based polymers at or near the point of deposition 

has increased significantly (Kaiser et al., 2006, Adkins et al., 2007, Brumby et al., 2008, da 

Silva, 2011, COSIA, 2012, Riley and Utting, 2014, Beveridge et al., 2015, Reid and Boshoff, 

2015).  This technology has been referred to variously as “in-line flocculation” (Beier et al., 

2013, Sobkowicz, 2013), “pipe-head flocculation” (Slatter and Seddon, 2015) and “Enhanced 

Tailings Disposal” (Adkins et al., 2014).  A discussion on the terminology related to this 

technology is provided by Adkins et al. (2014).  The term polymer treatment (PT) is adopted 

in this paper to refer to treatment of slurries at or near the point of deposition with 

polyacrylamide-based polymers. 

Where successfully implemented, PT has been seen to result in beneficial outcomes with 

respect to deposition behaviour, including an increase in initial dewatering rates (Kaiser et 

al., 2006, Brumby et al., 2008, da Silva, 2011, COSIA, 2012, Sobkowicz, 2013), increased yield 

stress and beach slope(Kaiser et al., 2006, Brumby et al., 2008, da Silva, 2011), and a 

reduction in segregation at a given slurry density (da Silva, 2011, COSIA, 2012).  While the 

potential benefits of PT on depositional behaviour and initial dewatering have been 

demonstrated, the implementation of PT raises questions regarding the potential for this 

treatment technique to modify the subsequent geotechnical properties of a material.   

The purpose of this study is to assess the potential effects of PT on a variety of geotechnical 

properties, including consolidated density, hydraulic conductivity, shear strength, and 

critical state line (CSL) elevation and slope.  To this end, a series of laboratory tests were 

undertaken on a low plasticity slurry developed from a mixture of commercially available 

soils.  Tests were conducted on UT material, and on material treated with a polyacrylamide-

based polymer (i.e., PT).  The primary goals of the laboratory program were to assess the 

effects of PT on the NCL of the slurry, the inferred position of the CSL, peak undrained shear 

strengths, and sensitivity.  To achieve these ends, slurry consolidometer (Sheeran and 

Krizek, 1971) and triaxial tests were undertaken on UT and PT materials. 
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2.2. Background and previous research 

Experimental and field studies undertaken thus far indicate that PT can result in both higher 

(Van Impe et al., 2009, Azam, 2011) and lower (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Yao, 2012) 

densities across a range of vertical effective stress, can produce a lower shrinkage limit 

density (Yao, 2012), produce a material with higher undrained shear strengths at a given 

density (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Yao, 2012, Beier et al., 2013, Gholami and Simms, 

2015, Cooling and Beveridge, 2015), can in some cases result in an increase in undrained 

brittleness/sensitivity (Beier et al., 2013), increase liquid and/or plastic limits 

(Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Beier et al., 2013) and result in an increased hydraulic 

conductivity at a given density (Azam, 2011, Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Van Impe et al., 

2009, Cooling and Beveridge, 2015).  In some instances where PT effects on geotechnical 

behaviour have been observed, shearing of the slurry (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2014), and 

destruction of polymers by heat (Mao and Fahey, 1999) has diminished or eliminated the 

influence of the polymer on mechanical behaviour.  Further to their use to modify 

deposition and dewatering behaviour, polymer addition has also been used in laboratory 

test slurry preparation to enable a looser, non-segregated slurry, and hence lower density at 

a given effective stress (Mao and Fahey, 1999, Chang et al., 2011).  The changes observed 

relating to density, rates of consolidation, and sensitivity are consistent with the creation of 

different soil fabrics following PT.  Indeed, such fabric changes have been observed through 

SEM imaging of Mature Fine Tailings (MFT) specimens following PT (Wells et al., 2011).  As 

such, these changes to fabric may be seen as comparable to those resulting from varying the 

pore fluid chemistry of slurries (discussed subsequently).  However, the apparent reduction 

in the effect of PT through destruction of the polymer by heat raises questions as to 

whether the polymers themselves, and not simply the fabric they promote, are responsible 

for some changes to geotechnical behaviour.  Further, no study has yet indicated whether 

PT will affect intrinsic soil properties such as the CSL. 

Preceding and in parallel to the application of PT technology, the thickening of tailings to 

achieve improved water recovery and reduce perimeter earthworks through creation of a 

steepened tailings profile has undergone increased adoption in the mining industry  

(Robinsky, 1975, Poulos et al., 1985, Williams, 2000, McPhail et al., 2004, Jewell and Fourie, 
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2015).  Owing to the increased beach slopes resulting in successful thickened tailings 

schemes, much of the deposited tailings are often unconstrained by a perimeter 

embankment.  Therefore, stability analyses of the unconstrained tailings stack are required, 

usually conducted for post-liquefaction conditions, as these often represent the only 

realistic condition where a substantial quantity of tailings are likely to be mobilised.  While a 

variety of in situ test methods are available to characterise a tailings deposit in this respect 

once it has been developed, it is typical to assess the expected post-liquefaction stability of 

the planned thickened deposit in the design stage.  A variety of methods have been utilised 

to this end, including residual shear vane testing on laboratory-scale samples (Poulos et al., 

1985, Seddon, 2007, Reid and Boshoff, 2015), methods based on critical state soil mechanics 

(McPhail et al., 2004, Li et al., 2009), and post-cyclic testing (Al-Tarhouni et al., 2011).  As a 

result of the potential for PT to result in an increased yield strength, and hence steeper 

depositional beach slopes, this technology has begun to be investigated in the context of 

developing unconstrained tailings deposits (Riley and Utting, 2014, Reid and Boshoff, 2015).  

Therefore, the geotechnical behaviour of PT materials in the context of liquefaction and 

post-liquefaction behaviour is of significant importance to enable such deposition schemes 

to be implemented. 

The application of critical-state based methods to a liquefaction assessment of a proposed 

thickened tailings deposit typically includes a series of triaxial tests to establish the relevant 

materials’ CSL, to enable comparison with the predicted in situ densities obtained from 

other testing.  Hence, such a method implicitly assumes a unique CSL.  There is substantial 

experimental evidence that for sands and silty sands there is a unique critical state line 

(Been et al., 1991, Ishihara, 1993, Verdugo and Ishihara, 1996, Murthy et al., 2007).  

However, the suggestion of a non-unique CSL resulting from initial sample fabric or density 

has been made based on experimental evidence for well-graded soils consisting of mixtures 

of sand, silt, and clay sized particles (Ferreira and Bica, 2006, Nocilla et al., 2006, 

Madhusudhan and Baudet, 2014).  The non-uniqueness of CSL suggested by these studies 

has sometimes been referred to as “transitional behaviour”.  Alternatively, it is noted that 

for a number of other well-graded soils and tailings, experimental data has indicated a 

unique CSL independent of initial density or fabric (Altuhafi et al., 2010, Carrera et al., 2011).   
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Modification of the water chemistry used in the preparation of clays from a slurry may also 

influence the location of the CSL.  Modifications of water chemistry that have suggested 

changes to the CSL location include the addition of Formamide, Heptane, Ethanol, Acetic 

Acid, Triethylamine (Anandarajah and Zhao, 2000), salt in conjunction with modification of 

pH (Wang and Siu, 2006), and calgon (Sachan and Penumadu, 2007).  The ability of additives 

or chemistry changes to influence the CSL indicate that, conceptually, it would appear 

possible that PT of a tailings slurry may modify the material’s CSL.  This is an important 

potential effect of PT that has not previously been investigated.  

Regardless of whether PT may modify the location of a given material’s CSL, there is clear 

evidence that PT can modify the fabric created after deposition, as previously noted.  Fabric 

has been demonstrated to have significant influences on a number of soil behaviours, 

including cyclic response, monotonic shear behaviour, and geostatic stress ratio K0 (Mulilis 

et al., 1977, Høeg et al., 2000, Chang et al., 2011, Northcutt and Wijewickreme, 2013, 

Madhusudhan and Baudet, 2014, Jefferies and Been, 2015).  Further, the different fabric 

produced by various sample preparation methods often give unique ranges of accessible 

density at a given effective stress (Vaid and Chern, 1985, Ishihara, 1993, Jefferies and Been, 

2000).  The influence of fabric on soil behaviour provides further support for the observed 

variation in geotechnical properties following implementation of PT.  In addition, altering 

slurry water chemistry has been shown to result in significantly different and non-

convergent normal consolidation lines (NCLs) (Wang and Siu, 2006, Sachan and Penumadu, 

2007, Meijer and Dijkstra, 2013).  In the context of these observations, the addition of a 

polymer to a slurry could be seen as similar conceptually to a modification of the slurry 

water chemistry. 

2.3. Materials and methods 

2.3.1. Material development and polymer selection 

For the purposes of the study outlined herein, a slurry was developed from a combination of 

commercially available “standard” soils.  A “synthetic” slurry was used to avoid potential 

restrictions on publication were real tailings used, plus to enable us to prepare subsequent 

batches of material in large quantities of reproducible material for ongoing testing.  This was 
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of importance for geotechnical centrifuge testing (not reported here) undertaken in parallel 

to the laboratory testing outlined herein. 

The slurry was developed with the following goals: (i) inclusion of at least 20% plastic fine-

grained particles such that PT would result in meaningful changes to material behaviour, (ii) 

index properties such that the material would be expected to be susceptible to liquefaction-

related strength loss based on current index-property screening methods (for example, Seed 

et al., 2003, Bray and Sancio, 2006).  Further, the development of a material with a 

significant quantity of plastic fine-grained particles would enable successful measurement of 

the gravimetric water content (GWC) of layers of material within a geotechnical centrifuge, 

which was later undertaken for comparison to the results of this study.   

The material developed was made from a combination of kaolin, Silica 200G silt, and Silica 

Fine (SF) Sand, all produced by Sibelco Australia Ltd.  A combination of 31% SF Sand, 43% 

Silica 200G, and 26% kaolin by dry mass was found to produce a material that met the 

requirements outlined.  The mixture had a Gs of 2.62, with the gradation of the mixture as 

obtained from sieving and laser-sizing presented as Figure 2-1.  The resulting gradation and 

plasticity of the material is consistent with examples of tailings from a variety of mineral 

types, including iron ore, mineral sands, and nickel tailings, each of which are often of low to 

moderate plasticity and contain significant silt-sized particles.  However, it is noted that 

tailings gradations, while in some cases similar to that of the material tested in this study, 

can vary significantly  Further, the tailings deposited at the same mine site can vary over 

time as the material mined and/or processing techniques change.  Therefore, although the 

direct applicability of the results of this study to the wide range of potential gradations at 

most tailings deposits is untested, it provides a dataset against which studies on real tailings 

can be compared. 
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Figure 2-1:  Gradation of synthetic slurry, from laser sizing and sieving 

A summary of the dominant minerals for each soil used in the study are outlined in Table 

2-1.  More detailed mineralogical information regarding the kaolin used is provided by 

Avadiar et al. (2013), with a summary of laboratory and centrifuge characterisation of this 

material presented by Lehane et al. (2009). 

Table 2-1:  Soil mineralogy 

Soil SiO2 (%) Al2O3 (%) Fe2O3 (%) TiO2 (%) 

Kaolin 48.5 38.1 0.97 0.88 

Silica 200G 99.6 0.1 0.03 0.03 

SF Sand 99.8 0.02 0.01 0.02 

 

The PT process undertaken (discussed subsequently) was found to modify the material’s 

Atterberg Limits significantly, as outlined in Table 2-2.  Liquid limit was measured with the 

fall cone method.  The variance of Atterberg Limits following PT is consistent with previous 

experimental data (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Beier et al., 2013). 

Table 2-2:  Atterberg limits 

 UT PT 

Liquid Limit (%) 24 49 

Plastic Limit (%) 15 25 

Plasticity Index (%) 9 24 
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2.3.2. Slurry preparation 

The untreated slurry material was initially mixed in a dry state to the mass proportions 

previously outlined.  Tap water was then added to make up a slurry at 122% GWC, and 

mixed thoroughly in a 20 L bucket using a plaster mixer with a rotary bit, rotating at 550 

revolutions per minute (RPM).  During mixing, 2 g of sodium chloride salt per litre of slurry 

was added, to increase the dissolved solids to a range more typical of a tailings process fluid.  

After mixing, the material was left for two days to allow the kaolin particles to hydrate.  At 

this point, material that was to be used as UT slurry was decanted, with sufficient clear 

water removed to produce a resulting slurry with approximately 45% GWC.  Clear water was 

removed by siphoning through a thin tube, held sufficiently far from the settled solids to 

avoid fines being removed from the slurry during dewatering.  This decanting was 

undertaken to produce a non-segregating slurry for UT material.  For batches of material 

that were to undergo PT, this decanting was not conducted – rather, treatment was 

undertaken as described subsequently. 

 

2.3.3. Polymer treatment 

BASF Australia Pty Ltd (BASF) provided assistance in selecting a polymer for usage in the 

experimental study.  The screening assessment undertaken by BASF indicated that the high 

molecular weight polymer Rheomax® ETD DPW 1687 at a total polymer dosage equivalent 

to 500 g of dry polymer per tonne of dry solids was well suited to the treatment of the slurry 

developed in this study.  PT batches were prepared using the “bucket pouring” technique, 

wherein polymer is added to a slurry sample, and the material is then mixed by pouring 

between buckets a pre-assessed number of pours.  To provide some control on mixing 

energy, the sample is poured from a consistent height – in this case with the lip of the upper 

bucket resting on the lip of the lower bucket, and pouring undertaken such that the poured 

material makes initial contact with the sidewall of the lower bucket (rather than the base).  

This mixing technique was common in the mining industry at the time this study 

commenced in 2011.   

For PT batches, polymer was made up one day prior to use, at a mass concentration of 

0.25%.  The treatment process was then undertaken as follows: 
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 Settled slurry of UT material was again thoroughly mixed with the plaster mixer 

 The first half of the polymer solution was added once the material had been re-mixed 

 The material was then poured into another 20 L bucket, then back into the original 

bucket (i.e. two pours)   

 The second half of the polymer solution was added 

 The material was then poured between buckets an additional four times. 

The number of pours used in the mixing process was seen, by visual inspection of initial test 

mixes, to produce significant fabric changes and increase of initial dewatering rates of the 

slurry.  Therefore, this mixing process was applied to all PT mixes used to prepare material 

for laboratory tests discussed in this paper. 

Following PT, the material was left to settle.  The settled PT material, when sampled, ranged 

from 67 to 96% GWC, depending on how the material was handled.  For example, owing to 

the porous fabric and increased yield stress of the material, it could be “squeezed” by hand 

resulting in clear water being expelled from the material (although such harsh treatment 

was avoided for all samples tested in this study).  Materials in this study were gently 

spooned into testing columns in an attempt to minimise variation to material fabric.  The 

consistency of the results for PT materials, despite the potential variability resulting from 

this process, are outlined subsequently. 

 

 

2.3.4. Slurry consolidometer testing 

Consolidation and hydraulic conductivity testing was undertaken within a 71 mm internal 

diameter slurry consolidometer.  Initial sample depth after pouring and settling overnight 

within the cell was approximately 80 mm.  Incremental vertical effective stresses from 10 

kPa to 800 kPa were applied to the specimen.  Constant head tests were undertaken after 

completion of primary consolidation for each load stage.  The sample was then unloaded, 

and removed from the cell for determination of density based on mass of dry solids and 

sample volume.  The two slurry consolidometer consolidation tests outlined are distinct 

from independent use of columns to prepare triaxial specimens. 
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2.3.5. Triaxial sample preparation 

To prepare the material for triaxial testing, columns were prepared with a filter and 

drainage medium at the base.  Nominal 63 or 72 mm internal diameter columns were used, 

depending on required dimensions for the testing to be undertaken on a particular batch of 

material.  UT material was poured into the columns, while PT material was gently “spooned” 

in as noted.  The material was poured/spooned in a continuous layer.  The material was 

then one dimensionally loaded in increments to 80 kPa.  The columns used were modular, 

to enable removing components when consolidation had occurred, to produce more 

manageable column lengths for later extrusion. 

 

2.3.6. Triaxial testing 

Initial attempts to extrude the consolidated column samples in a free-standing state were 

unsuccessful, as the material had insufficient plasticity and/or stiffness to remain as a right 

cylinder during preparation.  Similar difficulties with the preparation of low plasticity silts 

have been reported by others (for example, Greenan, 2010).  To overcome this difficulty, 

two different methods were adopted, outlined as follows. 

Method 1, where nominally 72 mm diameter specimens were extruded directly downwards 

into a split mould and membrane which had been assembled on a triaxial base platen which 

was not yet installed within the triaxial cell.  This process is schematically outlined in Figure 

2-2.  The extrusion process was done slowly, to enable air to escape through the base platen 

drainage line.  The assembled platen was then placed into the triaxial cell, and the top 

platen inserted.  The triaxial cell used when testing with Method 1 featured a top platen 

with direct connection to the loading ram through a screwed connection to a ball joint.  A 

pressure pump capable of applying a suction was not available with the equipment used in 

the Method 1 set of tests.  However, with the top platen connected to the loading ram and 

the membrane already wrapped around the sample, the sample was seen to maintain a 

right-cylindrical shape after mould removal.   
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Figure 2-2:  Method 1 triaxial specimen preparation 

 

It was found that the quantity of axial displacement during saturation varied significantly 

between samples prepared using Method 1.  The variance in axial displacement in this 

process was attributed to the potential for sample disturbance during the extruding process, 

and the lack of suction to achieve an equilibrium, non-zero, effective stress state during 

preparation and measurement.  Further, this sample disturbance appeared to be 

manifested by slight changes in sample length during the extrusion process, which made 

obtaining identical final sample heights within the mould difficult.  It is noted that 

saturation, in this context, refers to the application and maintenance of an isotropic 

effective stress of 20 kPa, while increasing sample back pressure to produce an acceptable B 

value for testing.  Owing to the inflow of water during this process, it is difficult to assess the 

radial strains occurring on the basis of axial displacement and back pressure volume change. 

For this reason, end-of-test GWC was used to infer sample volume based on final mass of 

water, mass of solids, and solids SG.   

Owing to the limitations apparent with Method 1, Method 2 was undertaken on a different 

triaxial cell, where suction could be applied to the sample using a water pump.  The samples 

tested in this method had nominal 63 mm diameter upon extrusion from the preparation 

columns.  The samples were first extruded into a split mould separate to the triaxial platens.  

The samples were then trimmed to fit the split mould dimensions.  This is outlined 
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schematically in Figure 2-3.  The mould and sample were then placed onto a triaxial base 

platen, while the top platen was attached, and then a water suction of 20 kPa was applied 

to the sample.  The split mould was then removed, and the sample left until it came to 

equilibrium under the applied suction.  Sample measurements were taken at this point, 

followed by assembly of the cell as with Method 1.  For Method 2, the triaxial system did 

not include a fixed connection between the load ram and top platen.  Tests prepared using 

Method 2 were found to result in negligible axial displacement during subsequent increases 

in back pressure, presumably as a result of less sample disturbance during preparation, and 

allowing the sample to achieve equilibrium under a suction prior to measurement.   

 

Figure 2-3:  Method 2 triaxial specimen preparation 

 

Comparisons of sample volume from initial measurements and final moisture content for 

Method 2 tests agreed well, with values typically within 1-2%.  This suggests that the use of 

the final GWC measurement to infer sample dimensions for Method 1 tests should result in 

sufficient accuracy for the purposes of this study. 

Following assembly of the triaxial cell, cell and back pressure were then increased as 

required to obtain a B value of 0.96 or greater, while maintaining an isotropic effective 

stress of 10 – 20 kPa.  Samples were then consolidated either isotropically or under K0 

conditions.  K0 consolidation was undertaken based on sample volume change and average 

sample diameter.  K0 consolidation was only undertaken on samples prepared using Method 

2, as for these samples diameter could be reliably measured prior to testing.  During 

consolidation, axial displacement was varied through computer control such that, on 
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average over the sample, radial strains were zero.  Cell pressure was increased at a rate of 5 

kPa per hour during K0 consolidation.  It is noted that this consolidation procedure, in a 

triaxial specimen without oversized free ends, is unlikely to result in zero radial strains 

throughout the specimen owing to sample non-uniformity and friction between end platen 

and sample.  Rather, the condition of zero radial strain, and hence K0 consolidation, are only 

achieved in an average sense across the specimen. 

For one sample of each UT and PT, an overconsolidation ratio (OCR) of 15 was produced by 

consolidating isotropically to 1500 kPa, then unloading to 100 kPa, prior to drained shearing.   

Method 1 tests were sheared at a displacement rate of 0.6 mm/hour, while Method 2 

displacement rates were 1.2 mm/hour.  The displacement rate for Method 2 was selected 

owing to the higher demand for the triaxial cells used in the Method 2 set of tests.  The 

slightly higher rate is not expected to affect the results obtained, as either rate used is 

sufficiently slow such that drainage will occur during shearing on drained tests (Germaine 

and Ladd, 1988, Head, 1998), on the basis of the UT material consolidation time.  Further, 

the rate differences are insufficient to produce significantly different undrained strengths on 

the basis of viscous strain-rate effects.  Membrane corrections were not made, as these 

were insignificant for both axial and radial stresses.  Parabolic area corrections were used in 

the interpretation of the triaxial tests, based on the observed final sample shapes of sheared 

samples, and comparisons of final diameter at centre of sample to the estimated values 

resulting from area correction calculations.   

Shear wave measurement with bender elements were undertaken prior to shear for CID 

tests, and then at regular intervals during drained shearing.  Calculation of shear wave 

velocity was made with the first arrival technique (for example, Viggiani and Atkinson, 

1995).  The bender element system involved a sinusoidal input of vertically propagating 

horizontally polarised shear waves. 

 

2.3.7. Sample uniformity 

To assess specimen uniformity, 14 samples (seven UT and seven PT) were cut into 5 

approximately equal sections to enable individual GWC measurement.  Further, for four of 
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these samples (two UT and two PT), the proportion of fines (< 75 µm) within each layer was 

determined.   

The results of void ratio estimates obtained through GWC determination are presented in 

Figure 2-4.  The samples prepared in this study appear to show a slight tendency for a lower 

density at the base of the sample, with this tendency more pronounced in the PT samples.  

No particular relationship between test drainage conditions or OCR and density variation 

could be identified.  A typical variation of 0.01 – 0.04 in terms of void ratio was measured. 

Izadi et al. (2008) noted that preparing a silt specimen through one dimensional 

consolidation within a membrane-encased split mould resulted in lower densities at the 

base of the sample, with GWCs typically 3.5% higher at the base of samples.  This was 

attributed to friction between the membrane and the soil particles during consolidation.  

However, the increased scatter observed in PT samples seen in this study would suggest the 

variation may not be purely a result of side friction within the consolidation columns, as the 

same preparation technique was used for both materials.  Downward drainage of water 

between the end of shearing and the sample slicing process may be more pronounced in PT 

samples as a result of their more porous fabric.  Regardless of the cause, the sample 

variation seen in the samples prepared for this study are of a similar magnitude to many 

published examples (Frost and Deh-Jeng, 2000, Izadi et al., 2008, Thomson and Wong, 

2008).  
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(a) UT samples 

 

(b) PT samples 

Figure 2-4:  Void ratio variation of triaxial specimens: (a) UT Samples, (b) PT Samples 

 

The results of fines content measurements on slices of four triaxial specimens are presented 

in Figure 2-5.  The variation in fines is seen to be small, with no particular difference in the 

variation between PT and UT samples.  This suggests that the preparation methods used 

resulted in non-segregating materials when poured into slurry consolidometer columns.  As 

previously noted, the PT samples were at a GWC at which UT material would have 

segregated. 

The results of the sample uniformity checks indicate that the samples are of sufficient 

uniformity for the purposes of this study. 
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Figure 2-5:  Fines content variation of triaxial specimens 

 

2.4. Results and discussion 

2.4.1. Consolidation – density 

The consolidated densities for triaxial specimens are presented in Table 2-3 and Figure 2-6, 

while consolidated densities measured in slurry consolidometer testing are outlined in 

Figure 2-7.  PT material was observed to consistently result in a looser material state at a 

given effective stress.  This is consistent with many of the previous cited studies on the 

effects of PT (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Yao, 2012).  When the results are plotted in terms 

of mean effective stress (Figure 2-6), triaxial consolidation under either isotropic and K0 

conditions had negligible influence on the density achieved for either PT or UT.   
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Figure 2-6:  Triaxial testing NCLs 

 

Figure 2-7:  Slurry consolidometer NCLs 
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Table 2-3:  Triaxial test details 

Test Number* Sample Type Type of Test p'c (kPa) qc (kPa) ec p'CS (kPa) qCS (kPa) ecs OCR 
Nominal Tube 

Diameter (mm) 

H/D Ratio 
(End of 
Consol.) 

UT-M1-01 UT CIU 100 0 0.48 56 80 0.48 1 72 2.46 

UT-M1-02 UT CIU 250 0 0.44 120 156 0.44 1 72 2.51 

UT-M1-03 UT CIU 400 0 0.43 181 226 0.43 1 72 2.39 

UT-M1-04 UT CIU 700 0 0.42 285 363 0.42 1 72 2.01 

UT-M1-05 UT CIU 1000 0 0.37 535 711 0.37 1 72 1.78 

UT-M1-06 UT CID 100 0 0.48 165 199 0.43 1 72 2.43 

UT-M1-07 UT CID 500 0 0.42 832 966 0.36 1 72 2.10 

UT-M1-08 UT CID 100 0 0.36 168 202 - 15 72 2.41 

UT-M2-09 UT CK0U 133 99 0.45 103 148 0.45 1 63 1.93 

UT-M2-10 UT CK0U 268 204 0.42 187 260 0.42 1 63 1.90 

UT-M2-11 UT CID 100 0 0.47 182 247 0.43 1 63 2.04 

PT-M1-01 PT CIU 100 0 0.61 58 78 0.61 1 72 2.10 

PT-M1-02 PT CIU 250 0 0.56 98 123 0.56 1 72 2.27 

PT-M1-03 PT CIU 400 0 0.54 165 221 0.54 1 72 2.28 

PT-M1-04 PT CIU 700 0 0.50 253 287 0.50 1 72 2.00 

PT-M1-05 PT CIU 1000 0 0.47 375 464 0.47 1 72 2.26 

PT-M1-06 PT CID 100 0 0.60 164 200 0.51 1 72 2.49 

PT-M1-07 PT CID 500 0 0.51 813 929 0.42 1 72 2.32 

PT-M1-08 PT CID 100 0 0.44 166 198 - 15 72 2.10 

PT-M2-09 PT CK0U 126 81 0.60 61 86 0.60 1 63 1.93 

PT-M2-10 PT CK0U 249 154 0.55 115 158 0.55 1 63 1.88 

PT-M2-11 PT CID 100 0 0.63 177 232 0.52 1 63 2.04 
*M1 and M2 in test number denote test preparation method used 
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Regarding the influence of PT, it could perhaps be argued that the different NCLs observed 

are wholly or partially a result of the different GWCs of the materials when placed/poured 

into the preparation columns.  For a number of soils and tailings, initial slurry GWC has been 

shown to influence the resulting NCL, with lower slurry GWCs resulting in denser states 

(Nocilla et al., 2006, Li et al., 2009, Al-Tarhouni et al., 2011, Reid and Fourie, 2015b).  

Indeed, at a vertical effective stress of 100 kPa, UT material is approximately 8% denser (in 

terms of dry density), which is consistent with the typical range of density increase seen as a 

result of slurry GWC changes (Reid and Fourie, 2015b).  However, it would not have been 

possible to prepare UT material from a slurry at the same GWC as PT samples, as an UT 

slurry would segregate.  This is a common problem when attempting to create samples with 

a wide range of particle sizes from slurries (for example, Kuerbis and Vaid, 1988).  Non-

segregating slurries (or other sample preparation methods) are therefore typically used in 

the preparation of silty and well graded materials.  It is relevant to note the previous usage 

of polyacrylamide polymers in laboratory studies to produce looser, non-segregated 

samples from fine-grained and well graded materials (Mao and Fahey, 1999, Chang et al., 

2011). 

The limitations outlined regarding the potential influence of slurry GWC on resulting NCLs 

means that conclusions as to the expected in situ density of the two materials, if deposited 

on a tailings beach, cannot be made.  Full-scale deposition of the UT material would have 

resulted in segregation along the hypothetical tailings beach, with each gradation along the 

beach having its own unique set of material properties.  This is a limitation common to 

laboratory preparation of materials with a tendency to segregate at the deposited GWC. 

Triaxial consolidation indicated K0 values of 0.50 – 0.51 for UT samples, and 0.55 – 0.57 for 

PT samples.  This variance in K0 resulting from different sample preparation techniques is 

consistent with previous studies (Northcutt and Wijewickreme, 2013, Madhusudhan and 

Baudet, 2014). 

 

2.4.2. Hydraulic conductivity and coefficient of consolidation 

The results of constant head testing, and inference of the coefficient of consolidation (cv) 

and hydraulic conductivity from bottom excess pore pressure dissipation, are provided in 
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Figure 2-8.  Where cv and kv (from cv) are plotted, they are shown with respect to the 

average void ratio or vertical effective stress relevant to the loading increment for which 

they are calculated.  PT material is seen to exhibit a higher hydraulic conductivity, and more 

rapid rate of consolidation, across the range of vertical effective stresses and void ratios 

relevant to the tests undertaken.  The different hydraulic conductivities observed at the 

same void ratios indicate that PT is inducing changes to the material’s fabric.  The 

magnitude of the differences observed is highest at low effective stresses/high void ratios.  

While some convergence is seen with increasing stress and decreasing void ratio, across the 

range of stresses relevant to a typical tailings deposit, the UT and PT values are distinct.  A 

higher hydraulic conductivity and faster rate of consolidation have been previously been 

observed following PT for a number of materials (Azam, 2011, Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, 

Van Impe et al., 2009, Beveridge et al., 2015).  

 

(a) kv vs. e 
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(b) kv vs. σ’v 

 

(c) cv vs. e;       
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(d) cv vs. σ’v  

Figure 2-8:  Consolidation behaviour summary: (a) kv vs. e; (b) kv vs. σ’v; (c) cv vs. e; (d) cv 

vs. σ’v 

 

2.4.3. Triaxial shearing – general behaviour 

Triaxial tests as outlined in Table 2-3 were conducted under CID, CIU, and CK0U conditions.  

For all the tests on normally consolidated (NC) samples, conditions at or approaching the 

CSL were inferred by inspection of deviator and mean effective stress, pore pressure or 

volumetric strain.  Drained test results are presented in Figure 2-9, while undrained test 

results are presented in Figure 2-10.  Generally, PT samples exhibited more contractive 

behaviour in both drained and undrained shear, as manifested from larger contractive 

volume changes or excess pore pressures during shear.  This was particularly noted at higher 

stresses.  This behaviour was evident for samples consolidated under both isotropic and K0 

conditions. 
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(a) deviator stress vs. axial strain 
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(b) volumetric strain vs. axial strain 

Figure 2-9:  CID triaxial test results: (a) deviator stress vs. axial strain; (b) volumetric strain 

vs. axial strain 
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(a) CIU tests 
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(b) CK0U tests 

Figure 2-10:  Stress paths for undrained triaxial tests: (a) CIU tests; (b) CK0U tests 
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(a) CIU tests 
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(b) CK0U tests 

Figure 2-11:  Stress vs. strain results of undrained triaxial tests: (a) CIU tests; (b) CK0U tests 
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(a) CIU tests 
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(b) CK0U tests 

Figure 2-12:  Excess pore pressure vs. strain results of undrained triaxial tests: (a) CIU 

tests; (b) CK0U tests 

2.4.4. Triaxial shearing – inferred CSL 

Each triaxial test stress path is presented in Figure 2-13 in void ratio – mean effective stress 

space.  The inferred critical state for each test is included in Figure 2-13 (shown by the 

relevant symbol).  The inferred critical states for both materials are combined in Figure 2-14, 

with the stress paths excluded for clarity.  The comparison suggests that PT results in a 

different CSL compared to UT material.  The PT CSL is higher in void ratio – mean effective 

stress space, with a slope (i.e., compressibility) approximately 50% greater.   
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Similar to previous published examples (for example, Madhusudhan and Baudet, 2014), 

samples sheared from isotropic and K0 conditions resulted in the same inferred CSL.  A 

consistent CSL was obtained for all NC samples tested, regardless of test drainage conditions 

(drained or undrained), sample diameter (initial tube of 63 or 72 mm), H/D ratio (1.78 to 

2.51), or the top platen – load ram connection type.  The CSLs obtained are essentially 

parallel to the respective NCL for each material, with the PT material approximately 50% 

more compressible for both. 

The OCR tests are excluded from the inferred CSLs, as they are unlikely to have achieved 

critical state conditions throughout the sample.  However, the OCR tests on both materials 

tended towards the CSLs identified, suggesting the same CSL applies for each material 

regardless of initial density and OCR.  It is interesting to note that a shear band was clearly 

visible within the UT OCR sample, whereas for the PT OCR sample deformation was 

generally parabolic, similar to tests on NC material.  The presence of a localised shear band 

in the UT OCR sample is consistent with the final state of that test, which finishes further 

from the CSL than the PT OCR test.  The initiation of localisation may be evident in the 

volumetric strain plot for this test, as indicated in Figure 2-9.  The localisation of strains and 

volume change has previously been noted in the behaviour of dense soils (Kirkpatrick and 

Belshaw, 1968, Arthur et al., 1977, Desrues et al., 1996, Frost and Deh-Jeng, 2000). 

 

(a) UT material 
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(b) PT material 

Figure 2-13:  Stress paths and inferred critical state points: (a) UT material; (b) PT material 

 

Figure 2-14:  Inferred CSL for UT and PT materials 
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2.4.5. Stress dilatancy and critical state friction ratio 

Stress-dilatancy analyses were done for all the drained tests, as presented in Figure 2-15.  

Stress-dilatancy was calculated based on plastic dilatancy (Dp), with elastic volumetric and 

shear strains subtracted from total strains using the method outlined by Been and Jefferies 

(2004).  Elastic shear modulus (G0) was obtained through shear wave measurements made 

throughout the shear stage of the tests using bender elements, while elastic bulk modulus 

(K) was then calculated assuming a drained Poisson’s Ratio (v) of 0.2.  The stress-dilatancy 

analyses suggest that critical state conditions were approached for each normally 

consolidated test.  Further, a considerably higher peak stress ratio was observed for the UT 

OCR sample. 

Critical state friction ratio Mtc has been inferred using two of the methods outlined by 

Ghafghazi and Shuttle (2006): (i) “end-of-test” where the stress ratio at the end of every test 

and/or inferred critical state condition is selected, and (ii) the “stress-dilatancy” method 

where straight line fits are made to the stress-dilatancy data from each drained test (Figure 

2-15).  There were insufficient tests in the current laboratory program to use the method 

proposed by Bishop (1971).  As seen on Figure 2-15, the OCR PT test exhibited curvature in 

the post-peak stress-dilatancy plot.  Therefore, a straight line fit for this test was made 

based on the initial post-peak behaviour, prior to development of significant curvature, 

similarly to the technique adopted by Ghafghazi and Shuttle.  
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Figure 2-15:  Stress dilatancy behaviour from CID triaxial tests 
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Figure 2-16:  Critical state friction ratio, end of test method 

 

The results of the two methods are summarised in Table 2-4.  The two methods are seen to 

deviate somewhat, with the end-of-test method providing lower estimates for both 

materials.  The common discrepancy between these methods has been previously noted 

(Ghafghazi and Shuttle, 2006), and may be based on limitations in area correction 

techniques, given the high strains often required to achieve critical state conditions.  

Therefore, the stress-dilatancy method is likely to be more accurate.  In either case, the 

estimated values for UT and PT material are quite similar for each method, indicating that 

PT does not appear to be resulting in changes to the critical state friction ratio of the 

material. 
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Table 2-4:  Critical state friction ration results 

Test Sample Type Mtc 

6 UT 1.28 

7 UT 1.26 

8 UT 1.30 

11 UT 1.36 

UT - Stress Dilatancy Average 1.30 

UT - End-of-Test Average 1.23 

17 PT 1.32 

18 PT 1.24 

19 PT 1.28 

22 PT 1.32 

PT - Stress Dilatancy Average 1.29 

PT - End-of-Test Average 1.18 

 

2.4.6. Peak and minimum undrained shear strength 

Peak undrained strengths are presented against void ratio in Figure 2-17.  The comparison 

indicates that PT samples exhibit higher shear strengths at a given density, compared to UT 

materials.  This result is consistent with previously obtained simple shear and shear vane 

data for MFT (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Beier et al., 2013, Gholami and Simms, 2015) and 

shear vane testing on bauxite residue (Cooling and Beveridge, 2015).  A generally consistent 

trend is seen for both material types, with negligible convergence between the two trends 

seen across the range of densities tested.  
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Figure 2-17:  Peak undrained strength vs. void ratio 

 

Peak undrained shear strength ratios are presented against pre-shear state parameter ψ0 

(Been and Jefferies, 1985) in Figure 2-18.  The values of ψ0 were calculated based on the CSL 

inferred for each material.  For comparison to the experimental results obtained in this 

study, available data on tailings where ψ0 and peak undrained strengths can be calculated 

are included in Figure 2-18 (Cunning and Jefferies, 2004, Shuttle and Cunning, 2007, Been 

and Li, 2009, Anderson and Eldridge, 2010, Schnaid et al., 2013).  A reasonable trend is 

evident, with increasing ψ0 resulting in lower peak strengths for the tests from this study, 

consistent with similar test results by others.  Importantly, the consistent trend for both 

materials tested herein provides further support to the indication that PT results in different 

CSL compared to UT material.   

While lower peak strengths are generally evident for PT material, these are seen to be a 

result of the initial state of the material with respect to the PT CSL.  Hence, the observed 

lower peak undrained strength ratios at high stress and in K0 conditions, and more 
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contractive behaviour of PT, are consistent with interpretation of the initial material state 

based on critical state soil mechanics. 

 

Figure 2-18:  Peak undrained strength ratio vs. ψ0 

 

The potential for PT to induce a looser, possibly metastable structure resulting in higher 

sensitivities (i.e., brittleness) for some materials has been suggested based on field 

investigations of PT deposition of MFT (Beier et al., 2013).  The field investigations cited 

used peak and residual shear vane test results to obtain sensitivity values.  An increase in 

sensitivity is an important potential effect of PT, particularly should this technology be used 

to increase tailings beach slopes with a view to enabling the development of unconstrained 

deposits. 

For the laboratory study outlined herein, potential residual strengths have been inferred 

through small-strain brittleness observed in the CK0U triaxial tests.  These tests, with a more 
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realistic consolidation path compared to isotropic tests, are likely to provide a more relevant 

assessment of potential in situ stress-strain behaviour. 

The PT CK0U tests exhibited a peak undrained strength, with reduction from the peak to a 

relatively consistent minimum (critical state) value within approximately 10% strain.  

However, the UT CK0U tests underwent stress-strain behaviour wherein a local minima 

occurs after peak undrained strength, followed by subsequent strain-hardening at increased 

strain towards a critical state.  This form of stress-strain behaviour has, in sandy material, 

been referred to as the “quasi-steady state” (Alarcon‐Guzman et al., 1988).  It has also been 

assigned the term “Type B” in proposed classification systems for the stress-strain behaviour 

of sands (Hanzawa, 1980, Robertson et al., 2000).  The potential importance of this local 

minima in the development of liquefaction has previously been outlined by Konrad (1990), 

Ishihara (1993), Been et al. (2012), Sadrekarimi (2014), Jefferies and Been (2015).  

Therefore, this value has been selected from the UT test results, for comparisons to PT tests. 

The minimum shear strength for each CK0U test undertaken are presented in Figure 2-19, 

with respect to ψ0.  This comparison suggests that each material has a relatively similar 

trend for small-strain minimum strength with respect to ψ0.  Consistent with the peak 

undrained strengths outlined previously, this suggests that the behaviour of each material is 

consistent with the CSL obtained through triaxial testing.  PT samples prepared in this study 

were generally at looser initial states to UT samples, compared to the inferred CSL relevant 

to each material. 

It is noted that the minimum values plotted in Figure 2-19 represent the minimum values 

obtained in triaxial compression testing, within the strain limits of the triaxial apparatus 

(~30%).  Further strain-softening at higher strains is likely, for example if sheared using a 

vane device over multiple rotations. 
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Figure 2-19:  CK0U-inferred minimum strength ratios vs. ψ0 

2.5. Conclusions 

PT of slurries to increase initial dewatering rates, reduce segregation, increase strength, 

and/or increase beach angle is an emerging technology of increasing popularity.  To provide 

additional information regarding the effects of PT on geotechnical behaviour of a slurry, a 

laboratory test program was undertaken on a slurry under both UT and PT conditions.  The 

slurry was developed from a combination of commercially available soils to provide a 

consistent subject for the study.  Slurry consolidometer and triaxial tests were undertaken 

to assess the effect of PT on density, rate of consolidation and hydraulic conductivity, CSL 

location, and undrained strength.  The testing indicated that PT resulted in consistently 

lower final densities at a given effective stress, while exhibiting higher hydraulic conductivity 

and rate of consolidation at a given void ratio or effective stress.  The inferred CSL for PT 

was higher in void ratio – mean effective stress space, and indicated a more compressible 

material.  The CSLs inferred for both PT and UT materials were consistent for all the 

contractive triaxial tests undertaken in the study.  The critical state friction ratio for the two 
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materials was similar.  PT material exhibited more contractive behaviour, with lower peak 

and minimum undrained strengths at a given effective stress.  This was seen to be a result of 

the ψ0 relevant to the samples prior to shearing.  Further, the PT material exhibited higher 

shear strengths at a given density.  These results support the conclusion that, for this 

material, application of PT appeared to modify the location of the CSL.  
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3. EFFECTS OF POLYMER TREATMENT ON UNDRAINED 

STRENGTHS AND CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR OF A LOW 

PLASTICITY SLURRY 

Abstract 

A laboratory study was undertaken to assess the effects of PT on the monotonic, cyclic and 

post-cyclic behaviour of a low plasticity slurry using a DSS apparatus.  This study was 

conducted to extend the results of previous testing that assessed the effects of PT on the 

same material’s consolidation behaviour and critical state line.  Consistent with previous 

tests on this material, DSS testing indicated that PT resulted in lower consolidated densities 

at a given magnitude of effective stress, and higher undrained shear strengths at a given 

density.  PT appeared to increase the effects of strain rate on strength, while both PT and UT 

materials responded similarly to the effects of overconsolidation.  Cyclic and post-cyclic 

testing indicated essentially indistinguishable results for the two materials.  The effects of PT 

were seen to persist at vertical effective stresses up to 800 kPa.  The potential implications 

of these findings for tailings design are discussed. 

3.1. Introduction 

As outlined in the introduction to Chapter 2, PT has been observed to vary a number of soil 

properties including undrained strength, Atterberg limits, rates of consolidated, sensitivity, 

and CSL location.  Further, there is limited evidence from a study on lateritic nickel tailings 

that PT may reduce cyclic resistance and post-cyclic strengths (Reid and Boshoff, 2015).  

Although the effects of PT on a number of geotechnical properties have been assessed, 

there is still uncertainty as to how PT may affect cyclic resistance and post-cyclic strength 

reduction, and the effects of overconsolidation and shear rate on peak undrained strengths.  

The work outlined in this chapter was carried out to assess the effects of PT on these 

properties, by means of DSS testing. 
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3.2. Materials and sample preparation 

Identical material, slurry preparation and PT techniques to those outlined in Section 2.3 

were used in this component of the study.  To prepare the material for DSS testing, columns 

with 63.6 mm internal diameter were prepared with a filter and drainage medium at the 

base.  UT material was poured into the columns as a slurry at 45% GWC, while PT material 

was gently “spooned” in, while gently stirring the material to improve sample homogeneity.  

The material was then one dimensionally loaded in increments to 40 kPa, and allowed to 

consolidate for approximately 24 hours.  This resulted in a material of sufficient strength 

and stiffness such that ~18-20 mm high specimens could, after extrusion and trimming, 

freely stand on the DSS base platen prior to membrane and ring placement. 

3.3. Testing methods 

The DSS device used in this study was of the Swedish Geotechnical Institute (SGI) type.  The 

device consists of vertical and horizontal electro-mechanical motors, load cells, and LVDTs.  

The samples were surrounded by a latex membrane and a series of Teflon rings to minimise 

lateral strain.  A schematic of the testing system is provided in Figure 3-1. 

 

Figure 3-1:  Schematic of DSS system with sample prepared for test 
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It is noted that while Teflon rings may be more common in commercial DSS testing, the 

majority of published data in the geotechnical literature appears to be obtained using a 

steel-wire reinforced rubber membrane, referred to as the Norwegian Geotechnical 

Institute (NGI) type.  However, a comparison of the two lateral restraint types undertaken 

by McGuire (2011) indicated negligible difference in the results obtained, provided that 

corrections for the influence of friction related to the lateral confinement components was 

made.  The correction technique outlined by McGuire was applied to test results outlined 

herein.   

The system used filter stones with protruding “pins” to reduce the potential for sliding 

between the soil and platen.  A total of 18 pins were on each of the top and bottom platens, 

with the pins approximately 1 mm high and 1 mm in diameter.  The use of this form of pins 

is consistent with the current state of practice for DSS testing (for example, ASTM, 2007).  In 

test interpretations presented subsequently, shear strain γ was calculated based on a 

sample height measured between the two filter stones, i.e. the length of the pins was not 

considered in strain calculations. 

As noted previously, initial specimen diameter after extrusion from columns was 

approximately 63.6 mm.  The internal diameter of the Teflon rings was 64.5 mm, and the 

triaxial membrane used was approximately 0.3 to 0.5 mm thick, depending on pressure 

applied (i.e. with callipers when measuring).  Thus, when initially assembling the membrane 

and rings around the sample, it was found to be a reasonably tight fit with no gaps 

apparent.  Given the likely slight reduction in thickness of the membrane as increasing 

horizontal pressure was applied during consolidation, a specimen diameter of 63.8 mm was 

used for stress and density calculations.  It is likely that small lateral strains occurred during 

initial consolidation stages, as the sample slightly compressed the membrane adjacent to 

the Teflon rings. 

Monotonic shearing was undertaken at a rate of ~4%/hr., and post-cyclic shearing was at a 

rate of ~8%/hr.  As outlined subsequently, investigation of the effects of shear rate on 

undrained strength for the materials studied indicated that increasing the rate from 4 to 8% 

was likely to have a negligible effect on strength results.  On this basis, the higher strain rate 

was used for post-cyclic testing as the DSS system used was under consistently high 
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demand, and the increased strain rate enabled two tests to be completed within a 24 hour 

period.  Additional tests to assess the effects of shear rate on the material were undertaken 

at approximate strain rates of 40 and 4000%/hr.  It is noted that 4000%/hr is significantly 

higher than is typically applied in shear rate studies.   This high shear rate was selected as 

the primary in situ test device used to assess material strength during PT trials is often the 

hand shear vane (for example, Cooling and Beveridge, 2015).  This device is popular owing 

to its simplicity and low cost, and as many PT trials involve (at least initially) relatively small 

thickness of material for which other in situ test devices may not be suitable.  However, the 

hand shear vane is typically sheared to failure rapidly, resulting in shear rates that may in 

some circumstances approach 4000%/hr.  For this reason, an assessment of the effects of 

such high strain rates on the strength of PT material, compared to UT material, is potentially 

important when considering the frequent use of hand shear vane comparison testing in PT 

assessment trials. 

The test conditions for monotonic tests are outlined in Table 3-1.  Monotonic tests were 

undertaken at 200, 400, and 800 kPa vertical effective stress.  Higher stresses were targeted 

in this study as most previous testing on the effects of PT were focussed on surficial samples 

through hand shear vane testing (as previously noted), or at lower stresses in the laboratory 

(Gholami and Simms, 2015).
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Table 3-1:  Monotonic testing summary 

Test No. 
Sample 

Type 
σ'vc (kPa) OCR 

Approx. Shear 
Rate (%/hr.) 

ec 
Peak su 
(kPa) 

su / σ'vc 
Shear Stage 

Sample Height 
(mm) 

Max. Axial Strain During Shear 
(%) 

UT-M-01 UT 200 1 4 0.43 46.7 0.23 17.9 0.006 

UT-M-02 UT 400 1 4 0.37 90.6 0.23 18.5 0.016 

UT-M-03 UT 800 1 4 0.33 178.4 0.22 18.5 0.016 

UT-M-04 UT 200 1 40 0.40 51.0 0.26 17.3 0.063 

UT-M-05 UT 200 1 4000 0.47 59.6 0.30 18.0 0.044 

UT-M-06 UT 200 2 4 0.43 77.2 0.39 18.5 0.016 

UT-M-07 UT 200 4 4 0.39 133.8 0.67 19.1 0.026 

PT-M-01 PT 200 1 4 0.58 39.8 0.20 18.4 0.038 

PT-M-02 PT 400 1 4 0.51 71.2 0.18 18.2 0.027 

PT-M-03 PT 800 1 4 0.45 152.5 0.19 19.5 0.020 

PT-M-04 PT 200 1 40 0.53 50.8 0.25 17.5 0.017 

PT-M-05 PT 200 1 4000 0.56 63.3 0.32 17.5 0.063 

PT-M-06 PT 200 2 4 0.50 64.2 0.32 16.9 0.041 

PT-M-07 PT 200 4 4 0.45 113.5 0.57 17.7 0.040 
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Monotonic and cyclic shearing were conducted under constant-volume conditions.  

Constant-volume conditions were enforced by active computer-controlled variation to 

vertical load.  It has previously been demonstrated (Finn, 1985, Dyvik et al., 1987) that in 

constant-volume conditions, changes to total stress are equivalent to increases or decreases 

of excess pore pressure in undrained testing.  It is noted that this equivalence between 

reduction in total vertical stress and excess pore pressure in undrained tests implicitly 

assumes that, when testing under constant-volume conditions, the material is sheared at a 

rate such that no excess pore pressure occurs within the constant-volume test, i.e. it is a 

“drained” constant volume test.  Constant volume conditions can be achieved passively (by 

clamping the system) or actively, through computer-control of vertical load.  Regardless of 

the method used, ASTM (2007) recommends that for monotonic tests a maximum vertical 

strain of 0.05% occur during shearing to ensure constant-volume conditions.  The authors 

are unaware of any specific guidelines for cyclic testing.  As outlined in Table 3-1 and Table 

3-2, the recommended maximum vertical strain during shear was achieved for the majority 

of tests undertaken.  However, slightly higher vertical strains of 0.054 – 0.075% occurred in 

monotonic tests at 4000% shear strain, and in two of the cyclic tests.  While these strains 

are higher than recommended, the results for these tests are consistent with those for the 

majority of tests where the requirement was achieved, as outlined subsequently. 

Cyclic loading consisted of a symmetric unidirectional sinusoidal shear stress applied at a 

frequency of 0.1 Hz.  Cyclic stress ratio (CSR) values ranging from 0.107 to 0.166 were 

applied.  The onset of cyclic liquefaction has been inferred as occurring at a shear strain, γcyc, 

of 3.75% (NRC, 1985).  All cyclic tests were therefore loaded until they exceeded this strain 

criterion.  However, rather than terminate cyclic testing at or slightly higher than this value, 

cyclic loading was continued to a range of different strains for each test undertaken.  This 

was conducted to provide an indication as to the effect of cyclic strain magnitude on 

resulting post-cyclic strengths.  All cyclic tests outlined in this study were undertaken at 

200 kPa vertical effective stress. 

Post-cyclic testing of soil and tailings using a DSS apparatus to investigate material 

behaviour following cyclic liquefaction on elements of soil has become increasingly popular 

(Wijewickreme et al., 2005, Al-Tarhouni et al., 2011, James et al., 2011, Sivathayalan and 
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Yazdi, 2014).  However, as noted by previous workers (Wijewickreme et al., 2005, James et 

al., 2011) it is unlikely that cyclic testing on relatively small elements of soil will reproduce 

the complex void ratio redistribution processes hypothesised (for example, Kulasingam et 

al., 2004) to occur in full scale flow liquefaction events triggered by cyclic liquefaction.  It is 

further noted that the magnitude of cyclic straining of the sample appears to affect resulting 

post-cyclic strengths for some materials (Thiers and Seed, 1969, Castro, 2003, Sivathayalan 

and Yazdi, 2014, Dahl et al., 2014).  On this basis, different cyclic strains were applied to the 

samples tested, to assess the effect of PT and cyclic strain magnitude on material behaviour.  

The test conditions of cyclic and post-cyclic tests are outlined in Table 3-2. 
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Table 3-2:  Cyclic testing summary 

Test No. 
Sample 

Type 
σ'vc 

(kPa) 
ec 

CSR   
(τcyc / 
σ'vc) 

No. 
Cycles to 

γ = 
3.75% 

Max. 
Cyclic 

Strain (%) 

Peak sr 
(kPa) 

sr / σ'vc 
Shear Stage 

Sample Height 
(mm) 

No. Cycles 
to γ = 3.00% 

Max. Axial Strain During Shear (%) 

Cyclic Stage Post-Cyclic Stage 

UT-C-01 UT 200 0.41 0.120 22 10 38.0 0.19 18.9 21 0.048% 0.011% 

UT-C-02 UT 200 0.41 0.151 9 17 31.2 0.16 19.0 9 0.042% 0.005% 

UT-C-03 UT 200 0.39 0.107 59 30 21.0 0.11 18.7 57 0.032% 0.027% 

UT-C-04 UT 200 0.42 0.166 5 5 38.4 0.19 18.2 4 0.044% 0.022% 

PT-C-01 PT 200 0.57 0.160 7 6 38.8 0.19 18.6 6 0.054% 0.005% 

PT-C-02 PT 200 0.57 0.121 22 14 31.7 0.16 17.9 21 0.073% 0.022% 

PT-C-03 PT 200 0.59 0.107 73 19 29.3 0.15 17.7 69 0.034% 0.011% 

PT-C-04 PT 200 0.59 0.138 11 21 25.0 0.13 18.4 9 0.065% 0.022% 
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3.4. Results and discussion 

3.4.1. Consolidated densities 

The consolidated void ratios for monotonic DSS tests are shown in Figure 3-2.  The 

consolidation paths of K0 triaxial tests undertaken by Reid and Fourie (2016) are included for 

comparison.  The results indicate that PT material exhibits a consistently looser state when 

compared to UT material at a given vertical effective stress.  This was seen across the range 

of vertical effective stresses targeted in this study.  PT material is also more compressible in 

one dimensional loading.  Further, the consolidated void ratios, and general trends between 

materials, are consistent with those observed by Reid and Fourie in triaxial conditions.  This 

result is consistent with observations for a number of laboratory studies on the effect of PT, 

as previously cited. 

 

Figure 3-2:  DSS consolidated densities for UT and PT, compared to K0 triaxial densities 

adapted from Reid and Fourie (2016) 

 

 

K0 consolidation 

paths 
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3.4.2. Inferring excess pore pressure 

Donahue et al. (2008) discuss the required cyclic shear rates, with respect to the t50 relevant 

to the preceding consolidation stage, such that pore pressures within the sample remain at 

an equilibrium level, i.e. zero, during shearing to enable accurate assessment of excess pore 

pressure changes (and hence vertical effective stresses) based on total stress changes in 

constant-volume DSS testing.  They suggest that for inferred excess pore pressure changes 

to be accurate in this manner, the time for one cycle of loading should be greater than 16t50 

of the material in the density and state relevant to cyclic loading.   

Estimates of t50 for tests at 200 kPa vertical effective stress were made based on the log 

time method, as indicated in Table 3-3, along with the estimated minimum cycle time such 

that excess pore pressures can be accurately measured.  Comparison of these results to the 

cycle time of 10 s (i.e. 0.1 Hz) used in this study suggests that excess pore pressures will not 

be accurately measured through changes to vertical total stress for cyclic tests on this 

material at 0.1 Hz.  As such, these are not reported in the interpretation of cyclic test 

results.  Further, the interpretation undertaken indicates monotonic tests at a strain rate of 

4000%/hr are also unlikely to provide accurate excess pore pressure measurements during 

shear.   

Table 3-3:  Estimated minimum cyclic load time for accurate excess pore pressure 

measurements 

Material Average t50 @ 200 kPa (s) Required Minimum Cycle Time (s) 

UT 23 363 

PT 12 185 

 

3.4.3. Normally consolidated monotonic undrained strength – 

“slow” shear rate 

The behaviour of normally consolidated samples under monotonic shear at ~4%/hr. strain 

rate are presented in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4, with a summary presented in Table 3-1.  The 

materials exhibit contractive behaviour in undrained shear, resulting in normally 

consolidated peak undrained strength ratios of 0.22 – 0.23 for UT material, and 0.18 – 0.20 
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for PT material.  These strength results for UT material are generally consistent with 

published examples of materials of similar PI (for example, Ladd, 1991).  However, the lower 

strength ratios for PT, despite higher PI, are inconsistent with general trends which typically 

indicate an increase in DSS strength ratio with increasing PI.  Furthermore, lower normalised 

peak undrained strength ratios were also seen for PT material in triaxial compression (Reid 

and Fourie, 2016).  These results were previously seen to be consistent with the pre-shear 

state parameter Ψ0 (Been and Jefferies, 1985) seen for PT material.  Although Ψ0 cannot be 

inferred from DSS tests of the kind reported here, which lack lateral stress measurement, 

the similarity between the K0 triaxial consolidation paths and DSS consolidated densities 

suggests a similar range of Ψ0 may apply to the DSS tests.  Therefore, lower normalised peak 

undrained strength ratios exhibited for PT materials may be a result of their being in a 

looser state, relevant to the CSL for PT material. 

 

(a) stress-strain 
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(b) stress path 

Figure 3-3:  UT monotonic DSS results: (a) stress-strain; (b) stress path 

 

 

(a) stress-strain 
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(b) stress path 

Figure 3-4:  PT monotonic DSS results: (a) stress-strain; (b) stress path 

 

PT material exhibited considerably lower shear stiffness than UT material, with peak 

strengths achieved for PT material at up to 25 – 30% strain in some cases, compared to 10 – 

13% for UT samples.  Such strains are somewhat higher than typical for most materials 

when measured in DSS loading.  Indeed, at such strains the ability of the DSS system to 

provide accurate results may be questionable (Wijewickreme et al., 2005).  However, the 

softer response seen in PT material is consistent with previous triaxial testing on the 

material.  Further, the peak undrained strength ratios seen for PT material are consistent 

across the range of vertical effective stresses applied in this study, including a test at 

800 kPa where peak strength occurred at a lower strain of 19%. 

The peak undrained shear strength for each DSS test sheared at ~4%/hr are presented 

against void ratio in Figure 3-5.  Data for the same materials in CIU and CK0U tests reported 

by (Reid and Fourie, 2016) are included for comparison.  The results indicate higher 

strengths for PT material at a given density, consistent with previously cited studies.  The 

lower peak strengths obtained in DSS tests for both materials, compared to triaxial 

compression at the same density, are consistent with typical observations regarding 
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anisotropic undrained strength (for example, Ladd, 1991).  The triaxial tests were sheared at 

approximately 1%/hr., and hence strain rate effects are unlikely to significantly contribute to 

the differences seen in Figure 3-5 based on loading direction. 

 

Figure 3-5:  Peak undrained shear strength vs. void ratio, including triaxial data adapted 

from Reid and Fourie (2016) 

 

3.4.4. Strain rate effects 

Stress strain results for monotonic tests at 4, 40, and 4000%/hr. are shown in Figure 3-6 for 

UT and PT materials.  Consistent with typical behaviour of “cohesive” soils, increasing strain 

rate results in an increased undrained shear strength.  Further, the results indicate that 

increasing strain rate generally increases the strain to failure γf.  These results in terms of 

peak undrained strengths are summarised in Figure 3-7.   
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(a) UT 

 

(b) PT 

Figure 3-6:  Rate effects on peak undrained shear strength – stress strain: (a) UT, (b) PT 
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To quantify the effects of strain rate on strength, Sheahan et al. (1996) proposed the 

parameter 𝜌�̇�𝑎0: 

                                                        𝜌�̇�𝑎0 = [(∆𝑠𝑢/𝑠𝑢0)/∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜀�̇�]                                                   (3-1) 

where 𝑠𝑢0 is peak undrained shear strength at a reference strain rate of 𝜀�̇� = 𝜀�̇�0, and ∆𝑠𝑢 is 

the change in undrained strength across an increment of strain rate.  This expression for 

𝜌�̇�𝑎0 outlined above has primarily been used to interpret triaxial data in the literature, and 

hence is based on axial strain rates.  In this study the same expression is used, interchanging 

shear strain for axial strain.  The values of 𝜌�̇�𝑎0 for different increments of strain increase 

are included in Figure 3-7 for each strain increment in brackets, based on a reference strain 

rate of 4%/hr.  𝜌�̇�𝑎0 calculated for each increment of strain rate is included on Figure 3-7 in 

brackets.  The results indicate that the undrained strength of PT material is more sensitive 

to an increase in strain rate than UT material.  Further, UT material exhibits a similar range 

of 𝜌�̇�𝑎0 compared to previously published data (Sheahan et al., 1996).  However, the values 

of 𝜌�̇�𝑎0 for PT material are generally higher than most published examples. 

 

Figure 3-7:  Summary of rate effects on peak undrained shear strengths 

It is noted that no study as comprehensive as that of Sheahan et al. (1996) to study rate 

effects has been undertaken with a DSS apparatus.  However, some relevant examples of 
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the effect of strain rate in simple shear and triaxial extension loading include Zhu and Yin 

(2000) and Biscontin (2001), who observed strength increases of 5 – 10 % per log cycle of 

strain rate, generally consistent with the findings of Sheahan et al. for triaxial compression 

loading.  

The increased strain to failure γf with increasing strain rate obtained in this study is 

somewhat contradictory to data available in the literature.  Although some early triaxial 

studies on rate effects indicated that an increased strain rate could increase strain to failure 

γf (Bjerrum et al., 1958, Berre and Bjerrum, 1973), as noted by Sheahan et al. (1996) the 

early studies cited used frictional ends.  As such, non-uniform stresses and strains and 

resulting pore water migration may have affected the results obtained. Alternatively, the 

work of Sheahan et al., which used lubricated ends and tested at a range of OCRs, did not 

indicate an effect of strain rate on strain to failure.  Further, available data for simple shear 

and triaxial extension loading previously cited do not indicate an effect on strain to failure 

from strain rate.   

The increased sensitivity of PT to strain rate, compared to UT, may agree in a general sense 

with some correction methods for vane shear testing, which show an increase in shear rate 

sensitivity with increasing PI (Bjerrum, 1972, Chandler, 1988).  It has been suggested that 

much of the vane shear testing correction relationships based on PI are a result of strain 

rate effects (for example, Ladd and DeGroot, 2003). 

3.4.5. OCR effects and SHANSEP interpretation 

The results of monotonic tests at OCRs of 1, 2, and 4 are shown in Figure 3-8 for UT and 

Figure 3-9 for PT materials.  Consistent with typical soil behaviour, increasing OCR is seen to 

increase peak undrained shear strength and reduce positive excess pore pressure 

generation during shear.   

The plots shown in Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 allow SHANSEP (Stress History and Normalized 

Engineering Properties) equation coefficients S and m to be developed.  For reference, the 

SHANSEP equation (Ladd and Foott, 1974) is of the following form: 

                                                                    
𝑠𝑢

𝜎𝑣
′ = 𝑆(𝑂𝐶𝑅)𝑚                                                              (3-2) 
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Where S is the value of su/σ’vc for OCR = 1, and m is the slope of the su/σ’vc versus OCR 

relationship in log-log space.  The results of OCR testing are summarised in Figure 3-10, 

which indicate SHANSEP parameters of S = 0.23 and m = 0.76 for UT material, with S = 0.20 

and m = 0.76 for PT material.  The identical m values suggest the effects of 

overconsolidation on increased peak undrained strength is similar for both materials.  This 

may be of importance when considering the implications of air drying thin lifts of PT 

material, which is currently considered a promising method for improving MFT deposition 

behaviour and strength increase for the oil sands industry (for example, Caldwell et al., 

2014).   

 

(a) stress-strain 
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(b) stress path 

Figure 3-8:  OCR effects on peak undrained shear strength of UT material: (a) stress-strain, 

(b) stress path 

 

(a) stress-strain 
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(b) stress path 

Figure 3-9:  OCR effects on peak undrained shear strength of PT material: (a) stress-strain, 

(b) stress path 

 

Figure 3-10:  Summary of OCR effects on peak undrained shear strength, SHANSEP 

interpretation 
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3.4.6. Cyclic loading results 

The behaviour of the materials under cyclic loading is shown in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12 

for UT and PT materials respectively, when loaded by a CSR of 0.107.  The results are 

truncated to a strain of +/- 10% for clarity.  Stress strain loops for the same tests are 

compared in Figure 3-13.  The loops shown are those where the tests first reach γcyc = 

3.75%.  As each test had a slightly asymmetrical strain bias (in opposite directions) at this 

point, in Figure 3-13 the PT sample result has been shifted by +0.6% shear strain to enable a 

more direct comparison of stress-strain loop shape.  Qualitatively, the stress strain 

behaviour of either material does not develop the flat middle portions of negligible stiffness 

often seen for sands.  This is consistent for the PI of the materials, which on the basis of 

classification systems proposed by Boulanger and Idriss (2006) would indicate that PT is a 

“clay-like” material with respect to cyclic response, while UT material is at the approximate 

boundary between “transition” and clay-like soils.   

 

Figure 3-11:  UT sample, cyclic DSS results, Test UT-C-03 (CSR 0.107), stress strain 
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Figure 3-12:  PT sample, cyclic DSS results, Test UT-C-03 (CSR 0.107), stress strain 

 

Figure 3-13:  Stress strain comparison at γcyc. ~ 3.75%  

 

A summary of the cyclic results, in terms of number of cycles to achieve γcyc. = 3.75%, are 

shown in Figure 3-14 and Table 3-4.  The results are seen to be indistinguishable, in the 

context of typical cyclic testing repeatability.  Table 3-4 includes both CRR15 results for a γcyc. 
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= 3.75% criterion, and CRR30 results for a γcyc. = 3.0% criterion as suggested for clay-like soils 

by Boulanger and Idriss (2007).  The CRR results under both criteria are essentially 

indistinguishable for the two materials.  Both measures of CRR are compared in Table 3-4, 

owing to the range of PI of the materials tested. 

 

Figure 3-14:  Cyclic DSS test results for onset of cyclic liquefaction (γ = 3.75%) 

Table 3-4:  CRR comparisons 

Material 
CRR15 

(γcyc.=3.75%) 

CRR30 

(γcyc.=3.00%) 
Average su / σ'vc (τcyc./ su) N=30 

UT 0.135 0.12 0.23 0.52 

PT 0.135 0.12 0.19 0.63 

 

That the two materials exhibited essentially identical cyclic resistances, despite the PT 

material being at a significantly lower density, is unusual given the dependence of CRR on 

density (for example, de Alba et al., 1975).  However, CRR has also been shown to be 

significantly affected by material fabric (Mulilis et al., 1977).  Therefore, the two effects of 

density and fabric may be counteracting one another.  Further, it is noted that cyclic 

resistance has been shown to be controlled by distance to the CSL (Jefferies and Been, 
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2015).  Therefore, the apparent modification to the CSL owing to PT may result in both 

materials having similar states with respect to the CSL, under the cyclic test conditions. 

Included in Table 3-4 are comparisons of CRR30 to the normalised peak undrained strength 

for the two materials, indicating τcyc./ su ratios of approximately 0.50 – 0.65.  This range of 

ratios is lower than observed for many predominately clay soils, where an average of 0.8 has 

been proposed for use in some assessment methods (Boulanger and Idriss 2007).  Indeed, 

this ratio has been incorporated into some cyclic liquefaction assessment techniques that 

extend to clayey materials (Robertson, 2009).  However, as noted by Boulanger and Idriss 

(2007) the ratio (τcyc./ su) N=30 for “young” materials reconstituted in the laboratory is often 

lower than for natural soils that have undergone ageing, and that are tested from recovered 

samples.  Therefore, it might be suggested that for young artificial materials such as tailings, 

a lower assumed ratio of τcyc./ su be used when interpreting in situ test data.   

3.4.7. Post-cyclic results 

The stress-strain results of post-cyclic tests on UT material are shown in Figure 3-15, with PT 

tests shown in Figure 3-16.  Monotonic tests undertaken from the same consolidated 

vertical effective stress are included for comparison in both figures.  The post-cyclic testing 

indicates the following: 

 The qualitative post-cyclic response, wherein samples initially exhibit low stiffness which 

subsequently increases with further strain, has been observed in DSS post-cyclic testing 

on many materials, including water pluviated sands (Vaid and Sivathayalan 1997) and 

mine tailings (Wijewickreme et al., 2005, James et al., 2011). 

 Shear strains of approximately 40 – 60% to develop peak post-cyclic undrained strength 

are consistent with other published results (Wijewickreme et al., 2005, James et al., 

2011, Sivathayalan and Yazdi, 2014).  However, as noted by Wijewickreme et al., at this 

level of strain the reliability of test results may become questionable.   

 Increasing cyclic strain magnitude is seen to reduce post-cyclic peak strength, and 

generally reduce the stiffness of the material in post-cyclic shearing.  This decay in post-

cyclic strength with maximum cyclic strain γcyc. during cyclic loading has been 
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demonstrated, in laboratory element tests, for a number of materials (Thiers and Seed, 

1969, Castro, 2003, Sivathayalan and Yazdi, 2014, Dahl et al., 2014).   

 

Figure 3-15:  UT material, post-cyclic stress-strain summary 
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Figure 3-16:  PT material, post-cyclic stress-strain summary 

The normalised post-cyclic strengths for all the tests undertaken are summarised in Figure 

3-17, to enable a direct comparison of the results.  Aside from slight initial differences in 

monotonic strengths, the decay of post-cyclic strength with cyclic strain is seen to be nearly 

indistinguishable for the two materials.  
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Figure 3-17:  Post-cyclic summary, peak strength vs. cyclic strain magnitude 

 

In some previous post-cyclic test campaigns the decay in post-cyclic strengths with cyclic 

strain has been shown to be less for higher plasticity materials (Dahl et al., 2014).  Further, 

in one example (Reid and Boshoff, 2015), PT of a lateritic nickel tailings was shown to 

decrease post-cyclic strengths compared to UT material.  However, neither the increase in 

plasticity induced by PT in this study, nor the PT process and resulting fabric and density 

changes significantly affected the results obtained. 

Typically, a cyclic strain target was set prior to testing.  When pre-specified in this manner, 

the device returned to an approximate zero stress/strain condition prior to commencing 

post-cyclic shearing.  However, for two tests, it was decided to override the automatic 

termination to achieve a different pre-specified maximum cyclic strain magnitude.  This 

resulted in post-cyclic shearing commencing from a non-zero stress/strain condition, as can 

be seen for tests UT-C-03 and PT-C-03 in Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16, respectively.  Despite 

the different initial stress conditions in post-cyclic shearing for these two samples, similar 

post-cyclic strength trends were obtained (refer Figure 3-17). 

The post-cyclic results are generally inconsistent with some in situ vane shear data (Beier et 

al., 2013) which have suggested that for some materials, PT can increase sensitivity.  
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However, residual vane shear and post-cyclic testing are significantly different in terms of 

strain magnitude (for example, Poulos et al., 1985) and loading mechanism – although 

residual shear strengths are often referenced as the likely minimum post-seismic undrained 

strength following high cyclic straining (Farrar, 2010, Stark et al., 2012). 

3.4.8. Implications for TSF design 

The results obtained in this study are of relevance to the design of potential TSFs with PT 

tailings deposition.  Implications of this study for TSF design include the following: 

 While lower densities at a lower effective stress are consistently observed for PT 

material, this does not appear to result in lower strengths or an increased brittleness or 

loss of strength when compared with UT material. 

 The results obtained here do not provide an indication of the potential for ageing to 

negatively affect the behaviour of PT samples.   Should the higher strengths observed 

(when referenced to density) be a result of the polymer itself, then ageing may reduce 

the available strength and/or increase contractiveness and sensitivity of a PT material. 

This is the subject of ongoing research. 

 It is noted that caution should be applied when interpreting hand shear vane results in 

PT material, as a higher cv results in an increased potential for partial drainage during 

shearing, whereas an increased susceptibility to strain rate effects may mean existing 

vane shear correction procedures do not apply to PT material.  Both potential effects 

with respect to vane shear testing may give higher, non-conservative undrained strength 

results, if not recognised during a site investigation. 

 The SHANSEP method for normalising strength results based on stress history was 

successfully applied to PT material.  This may be of benefit when accounting for the 

effect of air drying-induced overconsolidation in PT tailings deposits. 

 The variation in Atterberg limits following PT may obscure the selection of a cyclic 

liquefaction assessment framework for those methods where Atterberg limits are 

utilised as an input or screening tool (for example, Boulanger and Idriss, 2006). 
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3.5. Conclusions 

A laboratory study was undertaken to assess the effects of PT on the monotonic, cyclic, and 

post-cyclic behaviour of a low plasticity slurry using a DSS apparatus.  The study was 

undertaken on the same soil as a previous study that assessed the effects of PT on 

consolidation and triaxial compression behaviour.  The results of the laboratory testing 

indicate that, similar to previous slurry consolidometer and triaxial consolidation results, PT 

results in lower densities at a given effective stress.  PT material exhibited higher undrained 

shear strength with respect to density, but lower strength when referenced to pre-shear 

vertical effective stress.  PT material appeared to be more sensitive to the effects of an 

increased shear rate, while both PT and UT material exhibited similar overconsolidation 

behaviour when viewed in a SHANSEP framework.  Cyclic tests indicated almost 

indistinguishable cyclic resistance for PT and UT materials, despite the lower density of PT 

material.  A similar decay in post-cyclic strength with cyclic strain magnitude was seen for 

UT and PT materials.  The results obtained in this study are generally similar to previously 

published laboratory assessments of the effects of PT, and with in situ vane testing to assess 

peak undrained strengths.  However, the apparent increase in sensitivity observed in some 

in situ vane testing programs was not indicated by the results of this study. 
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4. CENTRIFUGE ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS OF POLYMER 

TREATMENT ON PENETROMETER RESPONSE 

Abstract 

A series of cone penetration tests and T-bar penetration tests were undertaken in a beam 

centrifuge on two samples of the same material prepared and consolidated from a low 

plasticity slurry, where one sample had undergone PT with a high molecular weight polymer 

and the other was UT.  The material had previously been characterised through a large 

number of comparison laboratory tests, in both an UT and PT condition.  The results 

indicated significant differences with respect to penetrometer response, with PT material 

dilating and UT contracting at high penetration rates.  Further, the penetrometer results 

provided significantly different inferences of material type and behaviour between the two 

samples – inferred differences that were in some cases contradictory to laboratory results.  

The implications of these results to in situ investigations of PT tailings deposits are outlined. 

4.1. Introduction 

The purpose of the work outlined in this chapter was to assess the performance of a variety 

of in situ test devices in characterising the effects of polymer treatment.  Consolidation 

characteristics, inferred soil type and state, rate effects and inference of sensitivity were of 

particular interest, as the laboratory testing previously outlined in Chapters 2 and 3 

indicated that PT resulted in changes to many of these properties.  As it is likely impractical 

to develop two deposits of sufficient size to enable full-scale in situ testing of identical slurry 

in an UT and a PT condition, a beam centrifuge with miniature in situ testing devices was 

employed.  The testing was undertaken on a low plasticity slurry that had previously been 

developed to enable a laboratory characterisation of the effects of polymer treatment, as 

outlined in Chapters 2 and 3. 

4.2. Laboratory testing summary 

The results of laboratory testing on UT and PT materials as outlined in Chapters 2 and 3 

(Reid and Fourie, 2016, Reid and Fourie, 2017) are summarised in Table 4-1.  The testing 

undertaken on this material indicates that PT results in (i) lower densities at a given effective 
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stress, (ii), higher rates of consolidation and permeability at a given density, (iii) an increase 

in “elevation” and compressibility of the CSL, (iv) higher shear strengths at a given density, 

(v) higher rate sensitivity in undrained shear, (vi) the same CRR at 200 kPa vertical effective 

stress, (vii) no apparent change to post-cyclic undrained strength decay with cyclic strain, 

and (viii) an increase of the rate and magnitude of secondary compression.  These effects of 

PT are generally consistent with the other studies outlined previously, where relevant.   

Table 4-1:  Laboratory test summary 

Parameter Symbol Unit UT PT 

CSL Slope λe,CSL - 0.045 0.069 

CSL 1 kPa Intercept Γ - 0.660 0.882 

NCL Slope (Triaxial) λe,NCL - 0.041 0.061 

NCL 1 kPa Intercept (Triaxial) N - 0.664 0.897 

Critical state friction ratio (Triaxial 
compression) 

Mtc - 1.30 1.29 

Coefficient of consolidation at σ’v -100 kPa cv m2/year 28 197 

Hydraulic conductivity at σ’v -100 kPa kv m/s 4.0 × 10-9 2.8 × 10-8 

Normally consolidated undrained strength 
ratio  

su/σ’v(DSS) - 0.23 0.20 

SHANSEP* exponent m - 0.76 0.76 

Cyclic Resistance Ratio CRR15 - 0.135 0.135 

Coefficient of secondary compression**,  
σ’v = 100 kPa load stage 

Cα - 0.007 0.011 

*Stress history and normalised soil engineering properties (Ladd and Foott, 1974) 
**Based on change in void ratio 

4.3. Test equipment and methods 

4.3.1. Beam centrifuge 

The study was undertaken using the beam centrifuge at UWA.  Testing was undertaken at a 

nominal acceleration of 100g.  The strong boxes used had internal dimensions of 390 mm 

width, 650 mm length, and 324 mm depth.  Each material was prepared and tested 

separately in different strong boxes.   
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4.3.2. Sample preparation 

Prior to placement of slurry material, the bases of the strong boxes were covered with a 

nominally 15 mm thick layer of coarse sand, overlaid by filter paper to provide base 

drainage during consolidation.  For UT material, the sample was poured into the strong box 

as a slurry at 45% GWC, and gently mixed during pouring to attempt to remove entrapped 

air.  For the PT material, to minimise potential shearing of the soil fabric that had developed 

after settling in preparation buckets, the material was gently placed into the box, and then 

agitated and stirred occasionally to spread and homogenise the material as far as 

practicable.  Shearing during this process was minimised, as significant shearing of PT 

materials has been shown to diminish some of the effects of polymer treatment 

(Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2014, Reid and Fourie, 2015a).   

Once the strong box was filled, layers of filter paper and geotextile were then placed on the 

surface of the sample, and the material pre-loaded to approximately 6 kPa.  The material 

was then “topped up” and pre-loaded again.  The UT sample then underwent self-weight 

consolidation in the centrifuge, after which penetrometer tests commenced.  The PT 

sample, owing to significant initial self-weight consolidation in the centrifuge, was again 

topped up and preloaded prior to returning to the centrifuge.  This process was not carried 

out for the UT sample owing to lesser vertical displacement during consolidation.  It is 

important to note that the consolidation of the PT sample commenced on a Friday, taking 

advantage of a weekend to allow consolidation to occur, with penetrometer testing starting 

on the following Monday.  Given scheduling constraints, the UT sample commenced 

consolidation one day prior to the start of penetrometer testing.  This was sufficient to 

complete primary consolidation, based on both measured displacement of the sample 

surface and in situ static pore pressures (discussed subsequently).  However, the difference 

in initial consolidation time between UT and PT samples means that the PT sample would 

have undergone more secondary compression – both owing to the longer time after primary 

consolidation completion, and as the PT material exhibited a higher magnitude of secondary 

compression.  The potential implications of this difference are discussed where relevant 

subsequently. 
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The sample preparation process resulted in nominal soil depths of 225 and 265 mm at the 

commencement of penetrometer testing for UT and PT samples, respectively.  During 

centrifuge operations, the base drainage layer was kept, through a reservoir adjacent to the 

strong box, at a phreatic level similar to the surficial water above the consolidated specimen 

surface to minimise any hydraulic gradient across the sample.   

 

4.3.3. Model penetrometers 

Model penetrometers used in this study were a CPT with piezometer (CPTu), a CPT, and a T-

bar.  The CPTu used was of 10 mm outer diameter with a 60° conical tip, and friction sleeve 

area of 1 188 mm2.  The friction sleeve had equal end-areas.  Pore pressure was recorded in 

the u2 location.  Surface roughness measurements of the friction sleeve indicated values 

ranging from 1.7 to 1.9 μm.  It is noted that this surface roughness is higher than the 

recommended range of 0.25 – 0.75 μm in current CPT standards (ISSMGE, 1999, ASTM, 

2012).  However, it is within the range measured on many full-sized friction sleeves in 

industry use (for example, DeJong et al., 2000).  It is noted that measurement of friction 

sleeve roughness was only undertaken once, after completion of both tests.  Indeed, it was 

the significant variation between the results found in this study between UT and PT 

materials that led to the decision to investigate friction sleeve behaviour in greater detail.  

The lack of repeated measurements to assess potential evolution of the friction sleeve 

roughness for the two tests represents a limitation of this work that is acknowledged. 

The CPT was of 7 mm outer diameter with a 60° conical tip.  The T-bar was of 20 mm length 

and 5 mm diameter, mounted onto a 5 mm diameter shaft.  The results of the CPTu and T-

bar were corrected for end-area effects.  The CPT used, not having a friction sleeve or 

piezometer, is fabricated in one piece such that pore pressure correction is not required.  

 

4.3.4. Testing in centrifuge 

CPTu and CPT probing was undertaken at rates of 0.005, 0.05, 0.5, and 3 mm/s, giving a 

total of eight CPTu and eight CPT probes considered herein.  T-bar tests were undertaken at 
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3 and 0.2 mm/s, with a set of tests first undertaken monotonically, followed by tests where 

cyclic penetration was conducted to 20 cycles over 20 mm depth intervals. 

It is noted that 3 mm/s was the maximum rate possible with the actuators in use in the 

beam centrifuge at the time of the testing outlined – i.e. this maximum was not selected on 

the basis of desired drainage conditions.  Tests were undertaken a minimum of 120 mm 

from the box sidewalls, to minimise edge effects (for example, Bolton et al., 1999).  During 

CPTu probing, dissipation tests were conducted at 100 and 200 mm depths during 3 mm/s 

CPTu probes, and at 200 mm for 0.5 mm/s probes.  Brief pauses in penetration were also 

undertaken at similar depths on slower rate probes to check if u2 pore pressure during 

penetration was at or close to static pore pressure. 

 

4.3.5. Final sample measurements 

On completion of testing and removal of the strong box from the centrifuge system, a piston 

sampling device was used to extract four cores from the consolidated samples.  These were 

then extruded in slices of 10 - 15 mm thickness to enable moisture content and hence void 

ratio determination.  Percent fines were also measured for surface and base samples of the 

material to check for potential segregation. 

 

4.4. Additional supporting laboratory testing 

Prior to discussing the results of in-flight centrifuge testing, additional laboratory tests 

undertaken to provide further input to the interpretation of centrifuge penetrometer tests 

are outlined. 

As noted by Silva and Bolton (2004), viscous pore fluids used to adjust time scale in 

centrifuge modelling may provide a lubricating effect on friction sleeve measurements.  As 

the polymer solution, prior to mixing with the slurry (and hence reducing polymer 

concentration) appeared to be more viscous than water, viscosity measurements were 

made on the pore fluid of PT material and on tap water using a HAAKE Viscotester 550 

rotational viscometer rheometer with constant ramping of strain.  These tests indicated 

negligible variation of viscosity between the two fluids.  As an additional check, a series of 
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interface shear tests were also undertaken to assess the effects of the PT pore fluid, and 

potential effects of material fabric on interface shear strength against the same material as 

the CPTu friction sleeve (316 grade stainless steel).  The steel was initially polished, then 

sand was ground against the sheet until roughness was within the range measured for the 

CPTu friction sleeve (Ra 1.7 – 1.9 μm).  UT and PT material was then prepared using identical 

methods to the previous laboratory investigations on the materials, and preloaded to 25 kPa 

in a column, prior to extrusion and trimming into a 60 mm diameter interface shear test 

device.  For the PT specimen, care was taken to ensure the only fluid that the material and 

shear system came into contact with was that from the initial column settling process.  The 

samples in contact with the stainless steel were consolidated to 25, 50, and 75 kPa in stages, 

with shearing undertaken at the end of each stage.  The samples were sheared at 

0.3 mm/hour to a peak horizontal stress.  Two samples of each material were tested to 

assess the reliability of testing methods. 

The results of the interface testing are presented in Figure 4-1.  Strength parameters 

inferred through linear least-squares fitting are included.  In general, UT material gave 

slightly higher shear strengths across the range of vertical stresses tested.  This higher 

strength was apparent despite some scatter in the duplication tests.  While a strength 

increase was apparent, it was relatively small, and does not in itself suggest a significant 

effect from a potential lubrication effect resulting from polymer-treated pore fluid.  Further, 

the variation seen in interface friction is far lower than implied to result from other fluids, 

on the basis of friction sleeve results (Silva and Bolton, 2004).  Cognisance of this apparent 

slight difference in interface friction is taken in subsequent discussion of CPTu friction sleeve 

results where relevant. 
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Figure 4-1:  Interface testing results 

In addition to previous characterisation of the UT and PT materials, and the viscosity and 

interface testing, creep oedometer tests were carried out on UT and PT samples.  The 

results of these tests are included in the summary provided in Table 1. The tests comprised 

approximately 30 days of loading at 100 kPa to assess secondary compression behaviour.  

These indicated that PT exhibited higher rates of creep in a normally consolidated state, 

which is of relevance to the consolidation behaviour of the materials in the beam centrifuge 

as discussed subsequently. 
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4.5. Centrifuge testing results and discussion 

4.5.1. Densities and state 

The results of density estimates made from end-of-test measurements of the centrifuge 

samples are compared to previously-undertaken DSS and K0 triaxial tests in Figure 4-2.  The 

comparison suggests that UT material within the centrifuge was looser than laboratory 

tests, while PT material possibly slightly denser.  The reasons for this discrepancy may be 

related to limitations of the density measurement technique used in the centrifuge, or 

possibly subtle differences in preparation method between small element samples and a 

large centrifuge strong box.  As noted previously, the PT sample underwent an additional 

two days of consolidation prior to the start of penetrometer testing, while PT material 

exhibits higher magnitudes of secondary compression.  However, assuming secondary 

compression time is the same between prototype and model scale (for example, Sorta et al. 

2016) the additional consolidation time represents less than one log-cycle of secondary 

compression, and therefore a decrease of perhaps 0.01 in void ratio for the PT material.  

This is a small reduction in void ratio in the context of the variation seen between laboratory 

and centrifuge samples. 

The density results are combined with CSLs as derived by (Reid and Fourie, 2016) for the UT 

and PT materials in Figure 4-3, to allow the approximate state parameter ψ (Been and 

Jefferies, 1985) in the centrifuge to be inferred.  The estimates of state were developed 

based on an assumed K0 of 0.5, consistent with triaxial consolidation results.  The primary 

“target” zone for subsequent comparison of penetrometer results, from 120 to 140 kPa, is 

included.  This range of depth was used for comparisons made subsequently as it is likely 

the location within the sample where surficial and rigid-base effects on penetrometer 

behaviour are at a minimum (Bolton et al., 1999).  The comparison suggests that both 

materials are expected to be contractive, consistent with laboratory tests.  However, it is 

noted that contrary to normally consolidated laboratory specimens, the UT has higher state 

parameter compared to the PT material, contrary to the typical relationships seen for the 

materials in normally consolidated laboratory tests. 
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Comparison of the post-centrifuge testing gradation at the top and bottom of both 

materials indicated no segregation, consistent with a similar assessment of laboratory 

specimens prepared using the same general techniques (Reid and Fourie, 2016). 

 

Figure 4-2:  Centrifuge consolidation densities compared to laboratory test results 

adapted from Reid and Fourie (2016, 2017) 
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Figure 4-3:  Estimated state in-flight 

4.5.2. Dissipation tests 

As laboratory testing had indicated that PT material consolidated at a significantly faster 

rate than UT material, it was important to confirm this behaviour within the centrifuge as an 

input to subsequent test interpretation.  Dissipation tests were interpreted to obtain 𝑐ℎ 

based on the method of Teh and Houlsby (1991), outlined as follows: 

                                                                        𝑐ℎ =  
𝑇50

∗  𝑎𝑐
2 √𝐼𝑟

𝑡50
                                                            (4-1) 

Where 𝑇50
∗  is the dimensionless time factor (0.245 for u2 piezometer location), 𝑎𝑐 is cone 

radius, 𝐼𝑟 is Rigidity Index, and 𝑡50 is the time to 50% excess pore pressure dissipation.  

Rigidity Index values of 100 and 135 were applied to interpretation of tests in UT and PT 

materials, respectively, based on DSS results at similar vertical effective stresses.  The UT 

sample exhibited “conventional” Type I dissipation behaviour based on the classification 

method proposed by Sully et al. (1999), where positive excess pore pressure dissipates 
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monotonically to a hydrostatic value.  However, PT samples exhibited dilative pore pressure 

response during penetration, with the resulting dissipation tests of the Type V behaviour, 

with negative excess pore pressure dissipating monotonically to hydrostatic, without an 

excursion into a range of positive excess pore pressures.  As such, 𝑡50 for the PT samples 

was estimated in the typical manner wherein excess pore pressure was 50% dissipated from 

its initial value, as suggested by Sully et al. 

The results are summarised in Figure 4-4, along with 𝑐𝑣 results from slurry consolidometer 

tests previously undertaken on the material, and a single value of 𝑐𝑣 inferred from self-

weight consolidation of the sample during initial ramping in the beam centrifuge.  Slurry 

consolidometer 𝑐𝑣 values were inferred from base pore pressure dissipation, whereas self-

weight consolidation data was inferred from surface displacement using the log-time 

method, and plotting results at the average vertical effective stress relevant to consolidation 

from the initial ~6 kPa to the final effective stress profile.   

The dissipation test results are consistent with previous laboratory testing, in that PT 

material exhibits a much higher rate of pore pressure dissipation.  Both materials had similar 

magnitude of anisotropy with respect to consolidation direction – with average 𝑐ℎ /𝑐𝑣 ratios 

ranging from 1.35 – 1.45.  Further, the self-weight consolidation results align well with the 

slurry consolidometer testing. 
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Figure 4-4:  Consolidation rate summary 

 

4.5.3. General penetrometer response 

Cone testing profiles for UT and PT samples at 3 and 0.005 mm/s are presented for 

comparison in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6, showing normalised cone resistance (Q), Friction 

Ratio (Fr), and pore pressure response against vertical effective stress.  Intermediate 

penetration rates are excluded from these figures for clarity.  Normalised parameters were 

developed based on the following expressions (Wroth, 1984, Houlsby, 1988):  

                                                                𝑄 =
𝑞𝑡− 𝜎𝑣0

𝜎′𝑣0
=  

𝑞𝑛𝑒𝑡

𝜎′𝑣0
                                                            (4-2) 

where 𝑞𝑡 is corrected cone tip resistance, 𝜎𝑣0 is total vertical overburden stress, 𝜎′𝑣0 is 

effective vertical overburden stress, and 𝑞𝑛𝑒𝑡 is net cone resistance (𝑞𝑡 − 𝜎𝑣0).  Friction 

Ratio is defined as: 
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                                                                       𝐹𝑟 =  
𝑓𝑠

𝑞𝑡−𝜎𝑣0
                                                                 (4-3) 

where 𝑓𝑠 is friction sleeve resistance.  A friction-bearing offset (Campanella et al., 1983) of 

30 mm has been adopted in this study, which represents the distance between the cone tip 

and centre of friction sleeve.  As a result, 𝐹𝑟 cannot be calculated across the same range of 

vertical effective stresses in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 .  Comparisons of Fr calculations 

obtained in this study with and without a cone bearing offset indicated significant 

differences, far larger than typical for such a comparison of a full-scale CPTu in situ.  This 

appears to be a result of the higher stress gradient within the centrifuge, resulting in 

significantly different effective stresses across the 30 mm offset.  The authors are unaware 

of any specific discussion in the literature on the effects of cone bearing offset in centrifuge 

test interpretation. 

The test results indicate significantly higher penetration resistance for PT material compared 

with UT material at high penetration rates, with the difference between the materials 

decreasing with decreasing penetration rate.  UT material exhibits positive excess pore 

pressures at high penetration rates, consistent with a contractive material.  PT material, 

despite its inferred slightly contractive state from sampling and laboratory testing, exhibits 

fairly strong dilative pore pressure response at high penetration rates.  Further, PT material 

indicated higher variability of 𝑄 with depth compared to UT material.  This may be a result 

of difficulties in preparing the material in a uniform consistency within the strong box 

without applying significant shear to the PT fabric. 
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Figure 4-5:  UT CPTu summary plots 

 

Figure 4-6:  PT CPTu summary plots 
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4.5.4. Dimensionless rate comparison 

Dimensionless velocity is used to provide a comparison of the effect of different penetration 

rates when testing the two materials.  Finnie and Randolph (1994) proposed the following 

form for dimensionless velocity:  

                                                                            𝑉 =
𝑣𝑑

𝑐𝑣
                                                                    (4-4) 

where 𝑣 is penetration velocity and 𝑑 is cone diameter.  As noted by House et al. (2001) 

dissipation of pore pressure around a penetrometer is affected by both vertical and 

horizontal consolidation rates – which, conveniently, are likely to be similar in homogenous 

materials remoulded from a slurry that form the basis of most centrifuge studies.  It is 

therefore conventional to refer to 𝑐𝑣, and to obtain this value for calculation of 𝑉 from 

laboratory tests.  This procedure has been adopted in this study. 

Normalised penetration resistance 𝑄 averaged across the target vertical effective stress 

range of 120 – 140 kPa are presented in Figure 4-7 for the CPT, CPTu, and T-Bar results 

against 𝑉. 

Normalised T-bar resistance was derived based on the expression proposed by Randolph 

(2004), subsequently divided by vertical effective stress: 

                                                      𝑞𝑛𝑒𝑡 =  𝑞𝑚 − [𝜎𝑣0 − 𝑢(1 − 𝑎)]
𝐴𝑠

𝐴𝑝
                                         (4-5) 

where 𝑞𝑚 is measured tip resistance, 𝑢 is pore water pressure, a is load cell area ratio 

(Lunne et al. 1997), 𝐴𝑠 is area of the shaft and 𝐴𝑝 is area of the penetrometer.  The T-bar 

used did not include a piezometer, and hence hydrostatic pressure was used as 

recommended by Randolph (2004).  

In general, the CPTu normalised tip resistances across the range of 𝑉 values relevant to this 

study for UT material are similar to those of Jaeger et al. (2010) and Suzuki and Lehane 

(2015) for other clay-sand mixtures.  However, the PT material, owing to a dilative response 

at increasing penetration rate, produced relatively similar penetration resistance across the 

range of 𝑉 values used in this study.  Given the variability seen in 𝑄 across depth with the PT 

material (i.e. Figure 4-6), it is suggested much of the variation (slight as it is) seen for PT 
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material in Figure 4-7 may be as much a result of spatial variability between test locations as 

drainage effects.  The 𝑄 values from the 7 mm CPT indicated higher variability than the CPTu 

for UT material.  In particular, the results for the test at 3 mm/s gave negative 𝑄, owing to 

tip resistance lower than total stress.  The reason for this increased variability is unknown, 

as the calibration of the device’s load cell followed the same procedures as the CPTu, and 

the diameter of the two devices was measured with similar accuracy.   

T-bar results gave 𝑄 values ranging from approximately 0.7 to 1.0 those of CPTu values, 

within the range of the typically-observed ratio of the results of the two devices as reviewed 

by Low et al. (2011).  Pore pressure response across different values of V is presented in 

Figure 4-8, in terms of excess pore pressure normalised by vertical effective stress (Δu/σ’v).  

This measure was applied rather than Bq, as the higher tip resistances seen for PT material 

obscured the magnitude of negative excess pore pressures generated in those tests when 

plotted in that form.  The results indicate similar magnitudes of excess pore pressure during 

tests at 3 mm/s, although with UT giving positive and PT giving negative excess pore 

pressures.   

Available data for the transitions between drained, partially drained, and undrained 

penetration generally suggest drained conditions below 𝑉 of 0.01 – 0.08, with undrained 

conditions above 𝑉 of 5 – 80 (Finnie and Randolph, 1994, Randolph and Hope, 2004, Kim et 

al., 2008, Suzuki and Lehane, 2015).  The range in observed transition values of V is likely 

affected by the different responses of the materials tested to shear, as indicated by Suzuki 

and Lehane (2015), who link increasing contractive behaviour under shear to decreased V 

values at the onset of undrained conditions.  For the results of the UT material tested in this 

study, onset of undrained conditions occurs at a 𝑉 of approximately 4 based on penetration 

resistance results.  This relatively low 𝑉 value for onset of undrained conditions is therefore 

consistent with the suggestions of Suzuki and Lehane (2015), as the UT material was 

significantly contractive during probing.  However, excess pore pressure is seen to continue 

increasing across the range of tests undertaken on UT material.  Drained conditions are 

indicated by both 𝑄 and excess pore pressure at the slowest UT test with 𝑉 = 0.04, 

consistent with typical ranges.  Drainage characteristics of PT material are difficult to assess 

based on penetration resistance, as the dilative behaviour at higher rates results in similar 𝑄 

across the range of velocities applied.  Excess pore pressure results indicate drained 
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conditions below a 𝑉 of 0.07, while with increasing penetration rate negative excess pore 

pressures are seen to continue to increase up to the highest velocity test of 𝑉 = 4.  This 

suggests that the PT material did not achieve undrained conditions, based on previously-

cited published data.  Similarly, T-bar tests on PT material did not achieve undrained 

conditions.  This outcome was a result of the maximum available actuator speed of 3 mm/s, 

and the consolidation characteristics of the PT material.  Owing to the inability to achieve 

undrained conditions, T-Bar results are not considered further herein as the device is 

primarily of relevance to assessing soil strength and sensitivity in undrained conditions. 

Friction sleeve results are presented against 𝑉 in Figure 4-9, with Fr similarly presented in 

Figure 4-10.  The friction sleeve response of UT and PT materials are similar to that for tip 

resistance: at higher 𝑉, PT material produced higher fs than UT material, presumably as a 

result of partial drainage and dilation.  At lower 𝑉 values at or approaching drained 

conditions, PT material exhibits lower fs values, potentially a result of a slight lubrication 

effect of the PT pore fluid, or fabric of the PT material. 

 

Figure 4-7:  Normalised penetration resistance vs. normalised penetration velocity 
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Figure 4-8:  Normalised excess pore pressure vs. normalised penetration velocity  

 

Figure 4-9:  Sleeve friction vs. normalised penetration velocity  
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Figure 4-10:  Friction Ratio vs. normalised penetration velocity 

 

4.5.5. Soil classification 

Inferring normalised soil behaviour type is an important component of the CPTu 

interpretation process during a screening-level assessment of in situ state and liquefaction 

susceptibility of a tailings deposit.  Indeed, the vast majority of CPTu-based screening 

techniques require an indicator of soil type to refine penetration resistance results (for 

example, Been and Jefferies, 1992, Plewes et al., 1992, Robertson and Wride, 1998).  This 

process is often illustrated through presentation of results in the normalised Q – Fr soil 

classification chart form proposed by Robertson (1990), as outlined in Figure 4-11.  Included 

are contours of soil behaviour type index 𝐼𝑐, defined by Robertson and Wride (1998) as 

follows: 

                                      𝐼𝑐 = ((3.47 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑄)2 + (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐹𝑟 + 1.22)2)0.5                                       (4-6) 

Contours of equal 𝐼𝑐 values of 2.1, 2.6, 3.1 and 3.6 are presented to provide context to the 

results.  The 𝐼𝑐 value of 2.6 is of particular importance, as this has generally been suggested 

to form the approximate boundary between drained and undrained CPTu penetration (for 
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example, Ku et al., 2010).  It also forms the approximate boundary between the suggested 

applicability range of some liquefaction assessment techniques (for example, Robertson and 

Wride, 1998).   

 

Figure 4-11:  Results on Robertson (1990) CPT classification chart, including proposed 

dilative/contractive boundary of Robertson (2010)  

 

The results for the two materials outlined in Figure 4-11 show significant differences across 

the entire range of normalised penetration rates used in this study.  The UT material at high 

penetration rates classifies as clay, compared to the PT material which classifies as a silt 

mixture (Robertson, 1990).  These different inferred soil types would imply that PT was a 

much more compressible and/or fine grained material compared to UT material based on 

typical methods incorporated into liquefaction-screening techniques (Been and Jefferies, 

1992, Plewes et al., 1992, Robertson and Wride, 1998).  This is contrary to laboratory 

testing, which indicated that PT material is actually of greater compressibility and plasticity 
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(refer Table 4-1).  With respect to the assessment of drained or undrained penetration, the 

approximate 𝐼𝑐 criterion performs somewhat better, with the results of both materials 

generally tending to lower values of 𝐼𝑐 as penetration rate approaches drained conditions.  

To provide an input to assessing liquefaction resistance, Robertson and Wride (1998) 

proposed an equivalent clean sand cone resistance 𝑄𝑡𝑛,𝑐𝑠 derived from 𝐼𝑐, as proxy for in 

situ state.  Robertson (2010) subsequently proposed the 𝑄𝑡𝑛,𝑐𝑠 value of 70 as representing 

the approximate boundary between contractive and dilative soil behaviour, based on a 

review of available CPTu data from flow liquefaction case histories, with this contour 

included in Figure 4-11.  This is approximately equivalent to the typically-suggested range of 

state parameter separating dilative and contractive materials of ψ=-0.05 (Shuttle and 

Cunning, 2007, Jefferies and Been, 2015).   The results of inferred material state indicated by 

Figure 4-11 are mixed – at high penetration rates, UT is correctly classified as contractive, 

with PT close to the dilative/contractive boundary of 𝑄𝑡𝑛,𝑐𝑠 70.  With decreasing penetration 

rates, the PT CPTu results indicate a somewhat looser state, while UT material eventually 

crosses the dilative/contractive boundary when penetration is drained.  Under drained 

conditions, the inferred state for the two materials appear more reasonable, when 

considered in the context of laboratory-measured compressibility, rather than that inferred 

through CPTu-based soil type designations.  Specifically, the increased compressibility (i.e. 

slope of CSL, λ) of PT material would be expected to reduce penetration resistance, all else 

being equal (Shuttle and Jefferies, 1998).  On this basis, the similar normalised tip 

resistances under drained penetration conditions for the two materials may be reasonable, 

given the denser state in situ, yet higher compressibility for PT material.  These two factors 

would act in opposite ways, and thus a similar normalised tip resistance under drained 

conditions is reasonable.  However, as noted previously, the dilative behaviour with 

increasing 𝑉 is difficult to reconcile to the inferred in situ state of the material from samples 

compared to previous laboratory tests. 
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4.5.6. Implications for Tailings Storage Facility design 

The results presented in this study suggest a number of implications of relevance to the 

characterisation of PT tailings deposits in engineering practice: 

 PT may produce a significantly different inference of soil type when interpreting results 

using typical CPTu-based methods.  In particular, the PT results suggested the material 

was more sand-like, and hence likely of lower compressibility than the UT material.  This 

was the opposite of the compressibilities inferred for the two materials from laboratory 

testing. 

 The variation of consolidation properties seen in many tailings after PT may affect the 

interpretation of penetration results.  This would be an issue in particular for tailings 

where the increase in consolidation rate is sufficient to transition penetration from 

undrained to drained conditions.  This effect may have contributed to some of the 

behaviour observed in the only published example of the effects of PT on CPTu results in 

a full-scale tailings deposit (da Silva, 2011) of which the authors are aware, where 

increased tip resistance and reduced excess pore pressure during penetration were 

observed in PT deposits. 

 Although the polymer used, at the doses relevant to this study, did not appear to result 

in significant changes to interface frictional strength when tested against similar steel to 

the CPTu friction sleeve, it is conceivable that such an effect could be seen for other soil 

and polymer types, particularly where a higher polymer dosage is used.  As such, it may 

be prudent to undertake similar interface testing on other CPTu-based assessments of 

the effects of polymer treatment.   

 It is conceivable that penetration-based inferences of sensitivity may be affected by both 

drainage effects and variations in friction sleeve.  For example, friction sleeve resistance 

has been suggested as a screening-level indicator of remoulded strength (Lunne et al., 

1997).  For the materials outlined herein, there was no laboratory-based evidence of 

different sensitivity for the two materials, yet friction sleeve resistance varied 

significantly between the materials. 

 The increased rate and magnitude of secondary compression seen for the PT material 

could potentially, in a full scale deposit, result in a denser state for the PT material, all 
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else being equal.  This could have important implications with respect to the potential 

for contractive or dilative conditions for PT deposits – as may have been evidenced by 

the dilative response to penetrometers in this study. 

 

It is emphasised that it is not expected that miniature penetrometer testing conducted “in-

flight” within a centrifuge will give totally reliable measures of the soil properties typically 

estimated in a first-order manner from the CPTu.  However, testing on both materials across 

a range of penetration velocities allows the qualitative responses to be compared for the 

two samples, and against reference laboratory testing.  It is also noted that CPT-based 

methods to infer engineering properties have been developed for standard penetration 

rates of 20 mm/s with a full-sized cone.  For both the UT and PT materials, full-scale CPTu 

penetration at standard rates would result in undrained penetration.  Therefore, some of 

the effects of varied drainage conditions seen in this study may not have been observed in 

an investigation of a full-scale deposit.  However, the application of PT has been considered 

for a wide array of tailings types, and hence it is quite conceivable that a PT-induced 

increase of consolidation rate would affect the results of testing in such proposed deposits.  

In particular, such a transition to partially-drained conditions could lead to overestimates of 

undrained strengths if not recognised. 

4.6. Conclusions 

A series of model penetrometer tests were undertaken in-flight using UWA’s beam 

centrifuge, to assess the results of probing through UT and PT samples of the same low 

plasticity soil.  The results of the model penetrometer test program indicated the following: 

 PT material exhibited a dilative, rather than contractive, response to penetrometer 

penetration.  This response was despite the contractive normally-consolidated 

behaviour seen for both materials during laboratory testing using similar sample 

preparation techniques, and an inferred (slightly) positive state parameter based on 

material sampling.  Based on the available laboratory and centrifuge results, and the 

inherent uncertainty in both, it is likely that the lower strengths and more contractive 

state implied from the laboratory would be prudent to use in design of a TSF developed 

with PT material. 
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 PT material exhibited higher rates of consolidation compared to UT material within the 

centrifuge, based both on initial self-weight consolidation and dissipation test results.  

The differences seen in centrifuge samples were consistent with laboratory 

consolidation testing.  The different consolidation behaviour of PT material resulted in 

an inability to achieve undrained conditions at the maximum penetration rate possible 

in the equipment used. 

 UT material exhibited variation in normalised penetration resistance with normalised 

penetration rate consistent with other examples of model penetrometer testing of clay-

sand mixtures.  However, the dilative response of PT material resulted in similar 

normalised penetration resistances across all the penetration rates used. 

 Inferred soil behaviour type for PT material differs significantly from UT material, with 

PT resulting in typical CPTu correlations suggesting a coarser, less compressible material 

compared to UT sample.  This behaviour is somewhat contradictory to laboratory tests, 

where PT was seen to increase the compressibility of the material. 

 Significant differences were seen in friction sleeve results, which played a major role in 

the different soil types inferred for the two materials.  Interface testing on UT and PT 

material suggested that the differences in friction sleeve results was unlikely to be a 

result primarily of a lubrication effect of the PT material’s pore fluid. 

The results outlined for the centrifuge model penetrometer test program would, if observed 

in a full scale tailings deposition during a geotechnical investigation, significantly affect the 

predicted engineering response of the deposited material.  This study suggests cognisance 

of the potential effects of PT must be taken when assessing the material using CPTu and T-

bar testing. 
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5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. The significance of this work 

The increased application of PT technology to tailings slurry management has the potential 

to significantly improve the characteristics of some materials following deposition and 

during subsequent self-weight consolidation.  However, for PT to be successful in the long 

term, proper characterisation of deposits developed with this technology must be made.  In 

particular, the key tailings behaviours related to consolidation, drained and undrained 

strength, and liquefaction response must be assessed – ideally using both laboratory and in 

situ test techniques.  This work was undertaken to assess the effects of PT in this context, 

and to infer the ability of laboratory and in situ tests to quantify the geotechnical effects of 

PT, where they exist.  As such, the work outlined in this thesis should serve to provide useful 

information and reference to those involved in the characterisation of PT deposits, across 

the range of laboratory tests and in situ test devices commonly applied to assess such a 

tailings deposit.  Further, the results of this work provide an impetus for future studies 

related to the longevity and persistence of the effects caused by PT, and how they might 

vary across a tailings deposit based on shearing during deposition. 

The findings of this work are outlined subsequently. 

5.2. The main findings of this thesis 

5.2.1. Laboratory assessment of the effects of polymer treatment 

on geotechnical properties of low plasticity slurry 

 To enable comparison of PT and UT materials, both prepared from slurry, PT was carried 

out on the material at a typical conventional slurry density of 45% solids, while the 

density of UT material was increased to 68% solids through settling of the solids and 

decanting free water.  Assessment of consolidated samples of both materials indicated 

no segregation occurred on the samples using these techniques. 
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 PT resulted in lower densities at a given effective stress in both slurry consolidometer 

consolidation and isotropic and K0 triaxial consolidation. However, the PT material 

exhibited higher hydraulic conductivity and rates of consolidation at a given density. 

 PT results in a different CSL to UT material, across a range of mean effective stresses.  

The inferred CSL for PT material was of approximately 50% greater compressibility than 

the UT material.  The CSL obtained for each material condition was similar from a variety 

of tests of different consolidation state (isotropic vs K0), shearing drainage condition 

(undrained vs drained), sample diameter (~63 vs 72 mm), and top platen-loading ram 

connection (no connection vs ball joint).   

 Undrained strengths for UT and PT material at a range of densities and stress conditions 

were consistent with the inferred CSL for both materials. 

 The critical state friction ratio for both material conditions was indistinguishable. 

5.2.2. Effects of polymer treatment on undrained strengths and 

cyclic behaviour of a low plasticity slurry 

 Similar to slurry consolidometer and triaxial test results, PT material achieved lower 

densities at a given vertical effective stress within the DSS apparatus. 

 Despite these lower densities, PT material exhibited similar undrained strength ratios to 

UT material, and higher undrained strengths at a given density.  Further, both materials 

exhibited similar response to overconsolidation when sheared in undrained conditions. 

 PT material exhibited a higher sensitivity to strain-rate effects, with samples sheared at 

higher rates (comparable to hand shear vane) giving higher undrained strength ratios to 

UT material. 

 Despite lower densities, PT exhibited similar cyclic resistance and post-cyclic strengths as 

a function of cyclic strain.  

5.2.3. Centrifuge assessment of the effects of polymer treatment 

on penetrometer response 

 PT and UT materials consolidated under self-weight within a beam centrifuge exhibited 

similar normally-consolidated densities and rate of consolidation to laboratory tested 
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samples.  The materials also exhibited similar anisotropy with respect to rate of 

consolidation. 

 The rate of consolidation of PT material meant that undrained conditions could not be 

achieved with the penetration rates possible with the beam centrifuge actuator 

equipment.  However, UT material could achieve undrained conditions. 

 PT material exhibited dilative response to model penetrometer testing during partially-

drained tests, where UT material exhibited contractive response in partially-drained and 

undrained tests.  This was despite both the samples having slightly contractive in situ 

states inferred from comparison of piston sample densities to the CSL for each material, 

and the contractive response of all the normally consolidated laboratory tests for both 

materials. 

 UT material exhibited variation in penetration resistance with normalised penetration 

rate typical for other examples of clay-sand mixtures in a normally consolidated state.  

These penetration resistances were similar to PT material at low, i.e. drained, 

penetration rates.  However, at increasing rates, PT exhibited significant higher 

penetration rates as a result of its dilative response. 

 The differences in penetrometer response between the UT and PT materials were 

greater in partially-drained and undrained tests, compared to drained tests.  

 Interpretation of the probing results to screening-level liquefaction assessment 

techniques indicated that the materials were generally correctly identified as being in a 

contractive state (as indicated on the basis of measured in situ densities).  However, for 

the PT material this result of the liquefaction screening assessment is contradictory to 

the dilative penetrometer response. 

5.3. Future work 

The studies outlined in this thesis provide significant additional information regarding the 

potential of PT to alter subsequent geotechnical properties of a slurry.  However, a number 

of areas of future work to extend these results are apparent: 

1. As this study included a limited assessment of the effects of shearing on PT material 

behaviour, a more comprehensive assessment would be of benefit.  This would include 

assessment of the effects of shearing on a wider range of tests and density conditions, 
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and on the effects of different magnitudes of shear in resulting behaviour.  Ideally, this 

research would be undertaken with input from a trial deposition scheme to assess shear 

under actual deposition conditions. 

2. The potential for ageing of PT material, and hence changes to its geotechnical behaviour 

should the polymers presence degrade would be useful to assess.  Limited previous 

studies indicated heat-treatment of PT material (while maintaining saturation) reduced 

some of the effects of PT on resulting geotechnical properties. 

3. Although the CSLs inferred for UT and PT material using the triaxial apparatus were 

different, it is unclear whether significant further shearing would eventually result in 

destruction of the fabric of PT material, and hence eventual convergence of the 

behaviours of the two materials at higher strains.  Testing that would enable this 

comparison, such as constant-volume ring shear tests, would be of significant benefit.  

Further, it would be useful if such studies were carried out as part of shear and ageing 

assessments, to develop a more complete picture of the longevity of PT effects. 

4. Repeating the beam centrifuge experiments outlined in this thesis, either with a material 

where both UT and PT materials had consolidation rates low enough to enable 

undrained penetrometer response to be achieved, or with centrifuge actuators that can 

be operated at higher velocities than those available in this study.  This would simplify 

the comparison of the model penetrometer response of the two material conditions. 

5. This work included a speculative, preliminary method to include the effects of 

segregation in the comparison of potential post-deposition consolidation behaviour of 

UT and PT materials (refer Appendix B).  However, significant improvement on methods 

to quantify segregation effects on resulting densities of UT materials, and for 

comparison to PT material (where segregation is eliminated) would be of benefit. 

6. The work in this study was focussed on a single material, to enable comparisons to be 

made.  However, examination of other synthetic slurries could be of benefit.  This could 

include both a material with less plastic fines (i.e of greater susceptibility to 

liquefaction). 

7. Successfully linking the mechanical changes resulting from PT to visually apparent fabric 

effects would be useful in assessing the underlying mechanisms at work. 
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A. Effects of Shear on the Behaviour of Polymer-Treated 

Slurries1 

Abstract 

The in-pipe treatment of slurries with polymer addition shortly prior to deposition is a 

noteworthy emerging technology of increasing popularity.  Although polymer treatment has 

been shown to substantially modify and improve depositional and dewatering behaviour in 

a significant number of cases, the impacts of polymer treatment on geotechnical 

performance of tailings are less well understood.  For example, certain combinations of 

polymer and slurry type have been shown to result in lower final densities at a given vertical 

effective stress.  Despite these lower densities, polymer treated tailings often exhibit peak 

undrained shear strengths consistent with untreated material.  However, the sensitivity 

and/or brittleness of the material may be negatively influenced by the looser state created. 

Although these changes have been studied, most testing available in the literature was 

undertaken on relatively ‘fresh’ samples of polymer treated material.  However, significant 

shear may occur following treatment and prior to the commencement of settling and self-

weight consolidation as the material moves down the beach.  To study the effects of 

shearing on the subsequent performance of polymer treated tailings, a test program 

consisting of consolidation, triaxial and direct simple shear tests was undertaken on 

presheared polymer treated material.  Materials used were identical to those used in 

previously published studies on the impacts of polymer treatment in a ‘fresh’ condition. 

Shearing of the polymer treated material generally appeared to lessen the impacts of the 

polymer treatment process.  However, the behaviour of the material when sheared 

indicated that the polymer was still impacting the behaviour of the material in some 

respects.  The results indicate the importance of the consideration of shearing on material 

                                                           
 

1 Originally published as “Effects of shear on the behaviour of polymer-treated slurries,” in Proceedings of Tailings and 

Mine Waste Management for the 21st Century, Sydney, Australia, 27-28 July 2015. 
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behaviour when planning and designing a tailings deposit where polymer treatment is to be 

implemented. 

A.1 Introduction 

A.1.1 General 

Large quantities of tailings slurry waste are generated as a by-product of the mining and oil 

sands industries (Krizek, 2004, COSIA, 2012).  In parallel to the increase in waste slurry 

volumes generated worldwide, the regulatory bodies governing the mining and oil sands 

industries are generally implementing more stringent regulations and guidelines relating to 

the safe and environmentally responsible management of tailings slurries.  The combination 

of large quantities of slurry waste products, and increasingly stringent requirements for 

their management has led to the development of a variety of new technologies to improve 

tailings management.  One such technology is the addition of polyacrylamide-based 

polymers at or near the point of discharge (i.e. polymer treated, PT).  The trialing and 

application of polymers in such a manner has increased significantly over the past 10 years 

(Kaiser et al., 2006, Adkins et al., 2007, Brumby et al., 2008, da Silva, 2011, Wells et al., 

2011, COSIA, 2012, Riley and Utting, 2014, Beveridge et al., 2015, Reid and Boshoff, 2015). 

Where successfully implemented, PT technology has been seen to result in beneficial 

outcomes with respect to deposition behaviour, including an increase in initial dewatering 

rates (Kaiser et al., 2006, Brumby et al., 2008, da Silva, 2011, Wells et al., 2011, COSIA, 2012, 

Caldwell et al., 2014) increased yield stress and resulting beach slope (Kaiser et al., 2006, 

Brumby et al., 2008, da Silva, 2011, Riley and Utting, 2014), and a reduction in segregation 

at a given slurry density (da Silva, 2011, COSIA, 2012).  Whereas the potential benefits of PT 

on depositional behaviour and initial dewatering have been demonstrated, the 

implementation of PT raises questions regarding the potential for this treatment technique 

to modify the subsequent geotechnical properties of the material. 
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A.1.2 Previous studies of geotechnical effects 

Available experimental and field studies undertaken on PT materials indicate that PT can 

result in both higher (Azam, 2011) and lower (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Yao, 2012) final 

densities at a given vertical effective stress, can produce a lower shrinkage limit density 

(Yao, 2012), produce a material with higher undrained shear strengths at a given density 

(Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Yao, 2012), produce an increased undrained 

brittleness/sensitivity (Beier et al., 2013), vary Atterberg limits (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, 

Beier et al., 2013) and result in an increased hydraulic conductivity at a given density (Azam, 

2011, Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Beveridge et al., 2015).  Further, PT of samples in the 

laboratory has enabled samples to be prepared at looser, non-segregated states, to better 

access densities observed in situ (Mao and Fahey, 1999, Chang et al., 2011). 

Whereas there is an increasing amount of available evidence on the effects of PT on 

geotechnical behaviour, most of the studies presented above were based on samples 

prepared in the laboratory with minimal shearing.  However, testing undertaken by 

Jeeravipoolvarn et al. (2014) indicates that shearing of a PT mature fine tailings slurry 

resulted in a reduction in the geotechnical benefits of PT.  However, although the effect of 

PT was reduced in these studies, it was still found to exhibit slightly looser densities at a 

given vertical effective stress, and possess higher hydraulic conductivity and coefficient of 

consolidation. 

Although in some instances PT results in a lower density at a given vertical effective stress, 

this does not mean that the average density in a deposit upon converting to PT (all else 

being equal), would be lower. Rather, owing to the increased initial dewatering rate and 

hydraulic conductivity of PT materials, the average density may be greater (Jeeravipoolvarn 

et al., 2014).  In such situations, the advantage of PT with respect to average in situ density 

is a function of rate of rise, and the deposition time for which the observation/prediction is 

relevant. 
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A.1.3 Previous study on material tested in this study 

Reid and Fourie (2016) undertook a series of tests to study the effects of PT on the 

geotechnical behaviour of a slurry material.  Care was taken to ensure that each preparation 

type used resulted in homogenous samples with respect to gradation. The study outlined 

herein involves testing on the same material, with pre-shearing of PT samples to observe 

the effects of shear. Previous testing on this material to compare the behaviour of UT and 

PT samples demonstrated the following: 

 PT samples exhibited lower final densities at a given vertical stress 

 PT samples exhibited higher hydraulic conductivity and rate of consolidation at a given 

vertical effective stress and a given void ratio 

 PT samples exhibited a higher peak undrained shear strength at a given sample density 

 PT samples appeared to vary the ratio of horizontal to vertical effective stress (K0) for 

samples consolidated in a triaxial apparatus 

 PT resulted in an increase to the plastic and liquid limits, and plasticity index, of the 

material. 

The study outlined herein was undertaken in an attempt to extend these observations for 

the same material, under sheared conditions. Laboratory testing of a sheared PT sample was 

therefore undertaken in a slurry consolidometer, triaxial, and DSS apparatus. This is outlined 

in more detail below. 

A.2 Materials and methods 

A.2.1 Material tested 

Reid and Fourie (2016), with assistance from BASF Australia Ltd, developed a slurry material 

for use in an experimental program on the effects of PT on geotechnical behaviour.  This 

material was developed from a mixture of laboratory-standard SF sand, Silca 200G silt, and 

kaolin clay, produced by Sibelco Australia Ltd.  The slurry constituents were adjusted to 

produce a material of sufficiently low plasticity to be susceptible to liquefaction-related 
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strength loss (Seed et al., 2003, Bray and Sancio, 2006), while being amenable to improved 

dewatering and reduced segregation potential following PT.  The resulting material 

comprised 67 per cent < 75 µm by mass, with a liquid limit of 24% (measured with a fall 

cone), and a PI of 9%.  PT resulted in an increased liquid limit and plasticity index, to 49% 

and 24% respectively.  The changes to Atterberg limits observed are consistent with 

previous studies on the effects of PT (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Beier et al., 2013).  

Further, as the fall cone test is a form of undrained strength measurement (Wroth and 

Wood, 1978), the results of this testing support an increased strength of PT material at a 

given density. 

A slurry developed from laboratory-standard soils was developed, rather than testing 

samples produced at a mine site, as this enabled unlimited quantities of the material to be 

made, and avoids complications related to the release of confidential testing data.  The 

ability to produce large quantities of material was a necessity in particular for subsequent 

beam centrifuge studies of the influence of PT on geotechnical behaviour. 

A.2.2 Sample preparation 

PT material was initially prepared using the same methods as Reid and Fourie (2016) as 

follows.  The three constituent soils were mixed in a dry state, then water was added to 

make up a slurry at 45% solids by mass. Sodium chloride salt was added at 2 g per litre of 

slurry.  The material was then allowed to hydrate for two days. For samples to be treated, 

the slurry was then remixed, and polymer was added in two doses for a total application of 

500 g of polymer per tonne of dry solids.  The polymer was added at a 0.25% by mass 

concentration.  The material was mixed by pouring it between two 20 L buckets six times. 

For UT (untreated) samples, after two days of resting, clear supernatant water was 

decanted from the sample and the remaining material mixed to form a non-segregating 

slurry. 

Following PT, the material was allowed to settle undrained within a 20 L bucket. Three 

batches were prepared in this manner for this study.  Once they had largely completed 

settling, the supernatant water in each was decanted, and the samples were combined. 

Following the creation of a composite sample, the material was sheared for five minutes 
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using a plaster mixer at 550 RPM.  The mixing implement used to shear the sample is shown 

in Figure A-1.  During shearing the mixer was constantly moved around the combined 

sample to promote uniform shearing across the material.  The structure of the original PT 

material (refer Figure A-2) appeared to breakdown during the shearing process, resulting in 

a final material consistency as indicated in Figure A-3.  The authors acknowledge that the 

magnitude of shearing undertaken on the PT slurry has not been related to any particular 

magnitude of shear on an actual or hypothetical tailings beach.  However, on a given tailings 

beach, it could be argued that an infinite number of different shear histories will occur, 

depending on travel distance down the beach.  Therefore, a large magnitude of shearing 

was selected for this study, on the basis that these sheared results and the unsheared 

results obtained in the author’s previous work will ‘bracket’ the range of shear histories 

likely on a tailings beach. 

 

Figure A-1:  Shearing implement 
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Figure A-2:  PT slurry – prior to shear 

 

Figure A-3:  PT slurry – following shear 
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A comparison of resulting densities are given in Table A-1, with results of both sheared and 

unsheared PT shown.  It is noted that the higher UT slurry density was required to produce a 

non-segregating material, whereas the densities of the PT and sheared PT samples were a 

consequence of the behaviour of those materials after treatment.  As indicated, the slurry 

density of the unsheared PT sample was variable.  Owing to the structure of the material, it 

could be ‘dewatered’ by squeezing the sample by hand.  The behaviour of the material with 

such structure means that some variation in sample densities when initially placing the 

material into preparation columns was likely. 

Table A-1:  Sample slurry density 

Sample type Solids by mass (%) 

Untreated 68 

Polymer treated 51 – 60 

Polymer treated - sheared 61 

 

Following preparation of the sheared slurry as outlined, the material was poured into either 

one dimensional settling/consolidation columns (to preload samples for triaxial or DSS 

testing), or poured directly into a slurry consolidometer apparatus.  Samples poured into 

settling/consolidation columns were vertically consolidated to either 40 kPa (for DSS) or 80 

kPa (for triaxial) to produce samples with sufficient strength to enable extrusion and 

assembly within the respective testing devices.  Sample preparation and laboratory 

methods were identical to those used by Reid and Fourie (2016), except for the application 

of shear to the sample as discussed. 

A.2.3 Slurry consolidometer testing 

Consolidation and hydraulic conductivity testing was undertaken within a 71 mm internal 

diameter slurry consolidometer (Sheeran and Krizek, 1971).  Initial sample depth after 

pouring and settling overnight within the cell was approximately 80 mm.  Incremental 

vertical effective stresses from 5 kPa to 800 kPa were applied to the specimen.  Constant 

head tests were undertaken after each vertical load from 10 kPa. The sample was then 

unloaded, and removed from the cell for determination of density based on mass of dry 

solids and sample volume. 
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A.2.4 K0 triaxial testing 

Samples prepared within one dimensional settling/consolidation columns were extruded 

directly into a split mould with a membrane already in place.  The sample was trimmed to 

give approximate dimensions of 128 mm high, with a diameter of 63 mm.  A water suction 

of 20 kPa was then applied via the back pressure pump, the split mould removed, and initial 

sample measurements taken once equilibrium was achieved under the water suction.  The 

triaxial system was then assembled, and back pressure saturation undertaken.  Once 

saturation quality was confirmed (B value > 0.96), K0 consolidation was undertaken using 

computer controlled load application.  Deviator stress was adjusted by the triaxial system 

automatically during consolidation, to maintain (on average) a constant sample diameter 

during consolidation.  Cell pressure was increased at a rate of 5 kPa per hour during the K0 

consolidation process.  This consolidation process enables samples to be prepared with 

similar stress anisotropy to in situ conditions, while also allowing inference of the K0 for the 

particle material and material fabric relevant to the sample being tested.  Following the 

completion of consolidation, the sample drainage valves were closed, and the sample was 

sheared at approximately one per cent strain per hour. 

A.2.5 Direct simple shear testing 

Samples for DSS testing were prepared in a similar way to triaxial samples, extruded and 

trimmed from the settling/consolidation columns.  The sample was trimmed to an initial 

sample height of approximately 19–20 mm, to produce samples of approximately 17–

18 mm following consolidation.  The sample was placed onto the DSS bottom platen, then 

wrapped in a membrane and Teflon rings.  Consolidation to the target vertical effective 

stress then occurred.  Following the end of primary consolidation, samples were kept under 

the target vertical load for a period of ten times longer than the primary consolidation time 

(ASTM, 2007).  Monotonic shearing at a rate of approximately five per cent strain per hour 

was applied.  The samples were tested under constant volume conditions, wherein the 

sample height is kept constant through active computer control during the shear stage. 

Constant volume testing offers advantages over undrained testing, in that back pressure 
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saturation is not required and excess pore pressure can be inferred directly through changes 

to vertical load during shear. The equivalence of constant volume to the results of 

undrained testing are outlined by Finn (1985) and Dyvik et al. (1987).  The measured shear 

stress was corrected for friction of the Teflon rings and membrane resistance, using the 

methods outlined by (McGuire, 2011). 

A.3 Results 

A.3.1 General 

The results of the current study undertaken on sheared PT material are outlined below. The 

results of the current study are referenced to those obtained by Reid and Fourie (2016) on 

UT and PT (unsheared) materials wherever relevant. 

A.3.2 Consolidated densities 

The densities achieved following completion of consolidation to a given vertical effective 

stress are outlined in Figure A-4 for the slurry consolidometer tests, and Figure A-5 for the 

triaxial and DSS tests.  For K0 triaxial tests, vertical effective stress was taken to be equal to 

the major principal effective stress (σ’1).  Owing to the increased side friction resulting from 

the higher height/diameter ratio of the slurry consolidometer system (eg. side friction does 

not apply in K0 triaxial consolidation), the densities obtained with this device are slightly 

lower than those obtained using other testing methods. Therefore, the results have been 

plotted separately, to improve clarity for the comparison between UT, PT and sheared PT 

samples 
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Figure A-4:  Slurry consolidometer consolidated densities 

 

Figure A-5:  K0 triaxial and DSS consolidated densities 
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As previously observed by Reid and Fourie (2016), the PT material exhibited consistently 

lower densities at a given vertical effective stress. In slurry consolidometer testing, sheared 

PT samples (referenced as PT – S in plots) exhibited quite similar densities to unsheared PT 

samples. The slight differences observed are likely the result of the inherent accuracy range 

of such testing. This compares to the densities obtained for UT samples, which are 

considerably higher (i.e. lower void ratio) at a given vertical effective stress. 

The results of DSS and K0 triaxial consolidation provide a slightly different picture of the 

influence of shearing. K0 triaxial specimens indicate an increase in density for sheared PT 

samples compared to unsheared, whereas the DSS samples exhibited some variability, 

particularly at the lowest vertical effective stress utilised of 100 kPa.  It would therefore 

appear that shearing may, under some circumstances, increase the density at a given 

vertical effective stress of PT samples.  However, despite the density increase apparent in 

some instances from shearing, the sheared PT samples are still at a lower density than UT 

material.  This is similar to the results obtained by Jeeravipoolvarn et al. (2014). 

It was previously noted that owing to the requirement of a non-segregating UT slurry, and 

the inherent properties of the material after PT, the preparation densities of the various 

materials when poured/placed into the test apparatus were different.  Specifically, sheared 

and unsheared PT samples were at a lower initial slurry density than UT materials.  It is 

possible that this, in itself, may contribute to the variations observed in density at a given 

vertical effective stress.  For example, a number of laboratory studies have indicated the 

dependence of density at a given vertical effective stress on the initial slurry density (Takada 

and Mikasa, 1986, Aydilek et al., 2000, Martin et al., 2001, Ferreira and Bica, 2006, Li et al., 

2009, Nocilla et al., 2006, Hong et al., 2010, Al-Tarhouni et al., 2011, Sanin et al., 2012).  

Further, for a material deposited at a segregating slurry density (i.e. many tailings facilities), 

PT may result in a higher overall density for the deposit at a given vertical effective stress, as 

PT would eliminate or reduce segregation.  A non-segregated slurry will likely have a better 

packing efficiency (all else being equal), as it will include a wider gradation of soil particles. 

Therefore, the effect of PT on a tailings deposit may be difficult to discern from isolated 

laboratory tests such as those presented herein. 
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The K0 values obtained from triaxial consolidation for sheared PT material are compared to 

those obtained by Reid and Fourie (2016) for UT and unsheared PT materials in Table A-2. 

These results suggest that PT, and subsequent shearing of a PT material, may result in a 

different in situ K0. This observation may be consistent with laboratory studies indicating 

that K0 is influenced by sample fabric as induced by different laboratory preparation 

methods (Northcutt and Wijewickreme, 2013, Madhusudhan and Baudet, 2014). 

Table A-2:  Experimentally obtained K0 values 

Sample type Minimum - Maximum 

Untreated 0.50 – 0.51 

Polymer treated 0.55 – 0.57 

Polymer treated - sheared 0.47 – 0.47 

 

A.3.3 Hydraulic conductivity and rate of consolidation 

The results of constant head hydraulic conductivity testing, and hydraulic conductivity 

inferred through the rate of sample consolidation, are outlined in Figure A-6 with respect to 

the void ratio of the sample during constant head testing, and in Figure A-7 referenced to 

the vertical effective stress during the test.  Similarly, coefficient of consolidation (cv) is 

referenced in Figure A-8 to void ratio and Figure A-9 to vertical effective stress.  Coefficient 

of consolidation was inferred through bottom-of-sample pore pressure dissipation, and 

referenced to the average void ratio of vertical effective stress applicable to that load 

increment. 
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Figure A-6:  Hydraulic conductivity vs. vertical effective stress 

 

Figure A-7:  Hydraulic conductivity vs. void ratio 
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Figure A-8:  Coefficient of consolidation vs. vertical effective stress 
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Figure A-9:  Coefficient of consolidation vs. void ratio 

The following results are indicated by the consolidation and hydraulic conductivity testing: 

 At a given vertical effective stress, sheared PT samples had a reduced hydraulic 

conductivity and coefficient of consolidation compared to unsheared PT material.  

However, despite the observed reduction, the hydraulic conductivity and coefficient of 

consolidation are still greater than UT material at a given vertical effective stress. 

 At a given void ratio, sheared PT samples had a reduced hydraulic conductivity value 

such that they are similar to UT samples at the same void ratio.  This would suggest a 

similar fabric for the two materials, all else being equal. 

 At a given void ratio, sheared PT samples had a reduced coefficient of consolidation 

when compared to unsheared material.  However, despite the observed reduction, the 

coefficient of consolidation is still greater than UT material at the same void ratio.  

Although hydraulic conductivity for sheared PT and UT samples were similar at a given 

void ratio, because such void ratios were observed at higher stresses for sheared PT 

samples, the stiffness of the material was higher.  Therefore, as coefficient of 

consolidation is a function of both hydraulic conductivity and stiffness, the sheared PT 

samples exhibit a higher coefficient of consolidation at a given void ratio. 

 As vertical effective stress increases (and hence void ratio decreases), the results for 

each material tend to converge.  However, despite this apparent convergence, the 

results remain distinct across the range of stresses tested in this study. 

A.3.4 Peak undrained shear strength 

The results of K0 triaxial and DSS shear stages are presented in Figure A-10 and Figure A-11. 

Results are presented in terms of peak undrained shear strength at a given solids content by 

mass.  This allows the combined influences of sample density and PT to be discerned.  Solids 

content for the triaxial samples was computed directly from final sample oven drying.  For 

DSS samples, it was inferred on the basis of the measured dry density of the sample.  For 

clarity, the DSS and K0 tests have been plotted separately.  Peak undrained shear strength 
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varies owing to principal stress direction during shear, even for samples of identical fabric 

and density (for example, Ladd, 1991).  Owing to these differences, comparison can be 

made more clearly when the results are presented independently. 

 

Figure A-10:  DSS peak undrained shear strength vs. percent solids 
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Figure A-11:  K0 triaxial peak undrained shear strength vs percent solids 

The results indicate that shearing of PT samples does not eliminate the increases in peak 

undrained shear strength observed at a given solids content for PT samples.  For DSS 

samples, the PT and PT-S samples give essentially indistinguishable relationships between 

strength and density.  However, in triaxial loading, the PT-S samples appear to exhibit lower 

strengths than PT samples, yet still higher than UT samples, at a given density.  The reasons 

for the apparent differences observed between DSS and triaxial loading are unclear to the 

authors. However, as DSS loading typically represents the value of undrained shear strength 

that would be adopted in many stability analyses of tailings deposits, in such instances the 

influence of shearing on PT samples could be considered negligible.  It is noted that the 

similar relationship between peak undrained shear strength and density observed for 

sheared and unsheared PT materials suggest a similar fabric for those materials.  However, 

this conclusion is somewhat contradictory to hydraulic conductivity testing of sheared 

samples, which indicated the sheared PT samples exhibited similar hydraulic conductivity to 

UT materials at the same void ratio. 

A.3.5 Summary of results and implications 

The results presented in this paper indicate that shearing of a PT sample during transport 

down a tailings beach may reduce some of the effects induced through the PT process. 

These results are generally consistent with others studies on the influence of shearing on PT 

material (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2014).  This suggests that in laboratory studies of PT slurry, 

testing both unsheared and heavily sheared samples may be useful to provide a range of 

potential material behaviours that may be expected in situ.  It is suggested it is reasonable 

to presume the effects of shear likely vary with the magnitude and duration of shearing. 

Given the difficulty in accurately estimating the shearing that may occur during actual 

deposition, a range of material parameters derived from unsheared and heavily sheared 

samples is likely to enable pragmatic design and analysis to be undertaken. 

A.4 Conclusions 
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A laboratory study was undertaken to assess the effect of shearing on PT slurries.  The study 

extends previous work examining the effect of unsheared PT, when compared to UT 

material.  The results indicate that shearing may reduce some of the effects of PT on the 

subsequent geotechnical behaviour of deposited material.  However, a consistent trend as 

to the implications of shearing was not observed.  For example, some metrics, such as 

density at a given vertical effective stress measured in a slurry consolidometer, did not 

appear to be influenced by shearing of PT material, while others, such as hydraulic 

conductivity at a given void ratio, were significantly modified through shearing.  Regardless, 

the results suggest the importance of taking cognisance of the potential for shearing to 

influence the geotechnical behaviour of PT material, when testing in laboratory studies. 

Further, the importance of the observation and testing of field samples once deposition 

commences is crucial, as only then is it likely that the magnitude of shear, and hence 

subsequent effect of geotechnical properties, can be quantified. 
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B. Assessing the Effects of Polymer Treatment – 

Segregation Considerations 

Abstract 

Observations and field investigations of tailings behaviour following implementation of PT at 

the point of discharge have frequently indicated increased rates of initial dewatering, 

reduced segregation, and2 increased rates of consolidation.   

Despite the increasing evidence and published test programs on the effects of PT, 

limitations to assessing the potential benefits of this technology remain.  In particular, 

consolidation test programs typically utilise a non-segregated untreated sample, to enable 

“direct” comparison to other tests on PT specimens.  For a slurry that, in an untreated state, 

would segregate along the tailings beach, comparison of a PT specimen to an untreated, 

non-segregated sample does not provide a realistic simulation of field behaviour.    

To attempt to address the effects of segregation within a laboratory test program, a series 

of tests were undertaken on untreated slurry intentionally segregated, to produce two 

gradations that would likely be relevant across a real tailings beach.  These results were 

then used as inputs to a series of one dimensional consolidation models representing 

idealised tailings deposition scenarios.  Comparison of these analyses to those undertaken 

for PT, and untreated “non-segregated” slurry, indicates that inclusion of the effects of 

segregation may improve the assessment of the potential benefits of PT for increasing in 

situ density of a tailings deposit. 

B.1 Introduction 

B.1.1 General 

The trialling and implementation of PT of tailings at or near the point of discharge to 

attempt to improve initial dewatering rates, reduce segregation, improve return water 

                                                           
 

2 Originally published as “Assessing the effects of polymer treatment – segregation considerations,” in Proceedings of 
Tailings and Mine Waste 2015, Vancouver, Canada, 26-28 October 2015. 
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clarity, increase rates of consolidation, and/or increase beach slope is an increasingly 

popular technology in tailings management (Kaiser et al., 2006, Adkins et al., 2007, Brumby 

et al., 2008, da Silva, 2011, Wells et al., 2011, COSIA, 2012, Riley and Utting, 2014, Beveridge 

et al., 2015, Reid and Boshoff, 2015).  Prior to implementation of PT, it is typical to 

undertake laboratory testing, often with parallel numerical modelling, and, in some cases, 

small-scale trial deposition to assess the potential benefits of the technology for a given TSF.  

Comparisons between the behaviour of PT and UT material can be made in this manner.  

The laboratory testing undertaken is usually based on available and commonly used 

geotechnical techniques to characterize slurries and soils.  For example, hydraulic 

consolidation devices such as the Rowe Cell or Slurry Consolidometer are frequently used to 

assess the effects of PT on consolidation behaviour, and hence expected in situ densities 

within a TSF. 

Whereas the geotechnical characterisation and modelling of tailings behaviour is a mature 

practice, it suffers from inherent limitations and uncertainties.  For example, tailings are 

often deposited at segregating slurry densities.  Thus, although the gradation of the material 

prior to deposition is known, an infinite number of potential gradations are possible as 

segregation occurs along the tailings beach – each with different mechanical properties, 

including those related to consolidation.  This presents difficulties in both the laboratory 

testing and analysis of a given TSF.  In the laboratory, the potential for segregation forces 

the following choice: (i) preparing a uniform sample from a non-segregating slurry (or other 

sample preparation technique), (ii) working with the material at a the expected depositional 

slurry density and accepting that samples prepared in test devices are non-uniform, or, (iii) 

undertaking additional work in an attempt to simulate the segregation process, and test 

sub-samples resulting from this.  Although the process of segregation is well established for 

UT materials, PT has been shown to reduce or prevent segregation (for example, da Silva, 

2011, COSIA, 2012).  Therefore, to fully capture the potential benefits of PT for some 

tailings, inclusion of segregation effects with UT material may be required. 
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B.1.2 Previous related work 

Reid and Fourie (2016) previously undertook laboratory studies to investigate the effects of 

PT on a low plasticity slurry.  The slurry material was developed from a set of standard 

laboratory soils, to enable a large number of tests to be undertaken on a reproducible 

material.  Included in this assessment was consolidation testing on untreated UT and PT 

materials.  The results indicated that PT resulted in higher hydraulic conductivities and rate 

of consolidation compared to UT, across a wide range of vertical effective stresses.  Further, 

the PT material was seen to result in lower final densities at a given vertical effective stress.  

However, the UT material used for comparison in the work was prepared as a thick, non-

segregating slurry.  Therefore, comparisons between the two materials may suffer 

limitations, for idealised deposition scenarios where segregation may occur with 

conventional (i.e., UT) tailings. 

B.1.3 Purpose of this work 

As noted, the previous studies undertaken on PT and UT material did not provide an 

indication as to how segregating UT material would behave compared to PT.  Segregation 

may result in a fine-grained product reporting to the decant area of a given TSF, which 

generally has lower densities and permeability compared to the coarser material deposited 

near the perimeter.  PT material, where segregation is eliminated or significantly reduced, 

may be compared more favourably (and realistically) to UT materials, if recognition of this 

segregation is included in comparisons.  The purpose of this study is to quantify the 

behaviour of fine and coarse-grained UT material, intentionally segregated in a controlled 

manner in the laboratory.  This will then enable comparison of the segregated materials to 

PT material, and assessment of the implications of segregation on the comparison to be 

made.   

The primary measure by which potential benefits of PT are measured herein is the average 

in situ density of a tailings deposit.  An increase in density is desirable as it can result in 

reduced earthworks construction costs - or, more generally, storage volume construction 

costs. 
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B.2 Laboratory testing 

B.2.1 Materials and sample preparation 

This study made use of the same material developed by Reid and Fourie (2016) to assess the 

effects of PT on a variety of geotechnical behaviour, and on the effects of shear on PT 

samples (Reid and Fourie, 2015a).  This material was developed from a mixture of 

laboratory-standard SF sand, Silca 200G silt, and kaolin clay, produced by Sibelco Australia 

Ltd.  Salt equivalent to 2 g per litre of slurry was added, to give a dissolved solids 

concentration approaching that of a typical tailings slurry.  The slurry was developed to 

produce a material of sufficiently low plasticity to be susceptible to liquefaction-related 

strength loss (Seed et al., 2003, Bray and Sancio, 2006), while being amenable to improved 

dewatering rates and reduced segregation potential following PT.  The resulting material 

was 67% fines (<75μm) by mass, had a liquid limit of 24% (measured with a fall cone), and a 

plasticity index of 9%. 

PT was undertaken following screening and dosage assessment by BASF Australia Pty Ltd.  

This indicated that the high molecular weight polymer Rheomax® ETD DPW 1687 was well 

suited to the treatment of the slurry developed from this study, at a dosage of 500 g of 

polymer per tonne of dry solids.  PT resulted in an increased liquid limit and plasticity index, 

to 49% and 24%, respectively. This variation in Atterberg limits is consistent with previous 

studies on the effects of PT (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 2009, Beier et al., 2013).  PT of material 

was not required for this study, as consolidation test data was available from previous 

studies of the material.  

UT material for this test program was initially prepared using similar techniques to those of 

Reid and Fourie (2016).  The constituent soils and salt were mixed in a dry condition and the 

material was then mixed to a slurry at 122% GWC.  In previous studies on this material, the 

UT was then allowed to hydrate and settle for two days, at which time the clear water was 

decanted, resulting in a thick, non-segregating slurry at 45% GWC.  This material is referred 

to as UT – Total Sample subsequently.  Without this decanting process, the material under 

initial slurry conditions (at 122% GWC) would have segregated if poured into test devices, 

preventing direct comparisons being made to PT materials.  
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In sample preparation for this study, the clear water was also decanted following initial 

mixing, hydrating, and settling from 122% GWC.  However, at that point, the finer-grained 

top half of material was “spooned” off the sample and then stored in a separate container.  

The fine and coarse components of the material were then tested separately.  They are 

referred to as UT – Fine and UT – Coarse in this paper. 

The gradations of the two sample types developed by this artificial segregation process as 

described are presented in Figure B-12, against the original non-segregated material.  The 

particle size distributions shown were obtained using wet sieving on 38, 53, and 75 µm 

sieves.  The UT- Total sample consists of 67% fines, while the UT – Coarse and UT – Fine 

samples consist of 52% and 93% fines, respectively.  This variance in fines content produced 

is consistent with the magnitude of segregation often observed on TSFs, and hence was 

deemed suitable for the purposes of the current study.  

 

Figure B-12:  Particle size distribution of samples 
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After separation as described above, the different constituent materials were then prepared 

from thick, non-settling slurries, for pouring into the slurry consolidometer tests.  The 

initial/settled void ratio (e0) of the samples are provided in Table B-3.   

Table B-3:  Initial void ratio for materials considered in this study 

UT - Coarse UT - Fine UT - Total PT 

0.81 1.60 1.18 1.76 

 

B.2.2 Consolidation testing 

Consolidation and hydraulic conductivity testing of both UT – Fine and UT – Coarse samples 

was undertaken within a 71 mm internal diameter slurry consolidometer, using identical 

techniques to those of previous studies on the material.  Initial sample depth after pouring 

into the cell was approximately 70 mm. Incremental vertical effective stresses from 10 kPa 

to 800 kPa were applied to the specimen.  Constant head tests were undertaken after each 

vertical load from 10 kPa.  The sample was then unloaded, and removed from the cell for 

determination of density based on mass of dry solids and sample volume. 

B.2.3 Results 

The results of the consolidation tests undertaken in this study on UT-Coarse and UT-Fine 

materials, along with previous testing on UT-Total and PT-Total samples (Reid and Fourie, 

2016), are presented in Figure B-13 and Figure B-14.  The UT-Coarse sample shows the 

highest final density at a given vertical effective stress, followed by UT-Total, PT-Total, and 

UT-Fine.  The difference in density between the UT-Coarse and UT-Fine sample is what is 

typically observed in active TSFs, where the material near the decant is usually softer and at 

a lower density than the perimeter.  That the UT-Coarse sample is denser than UT-Total is 

likely a result of the initial particle size distribution (PSD) of this material.  For example, non-

plastic sand-silt mixtures typically achieve optimum packing efficiency at fines contents of 

20 to 40% (for example, Lade et al., 1998).  For the materials presented here, the UT-Coarse 

sample was closest to this range, consistent with it having the highest final densities.  Had 

the original, unsegregated UT-Total material been of a lower fines content, it is conceivable 

that it would have exhibited higher densities than either of its constituent segregated 

products. 
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With respect to hydraulic conductivity, UT-Coarse and UT-Fine exhibit significantly divergent 

ranges, “straddling” the UT-Total sample, consistent with the fines contents for the three 

materials.  The PT-Total sample exhibits higher hydraulic conductivities than all the samples 

except for the UT-Coarse.  Indeed, the PT and UT-Coarse samples appear to, coincidentally, 

follow a similar void ratio – hydraulic conductivity trend.  Although in practice, at a given 

vertical effective stress, PT would exhibit a higher hydraulic conductivity owing to the higher 

void ratios relevant to this material at a given vertical effective stress. 

 

Figure B-13:  Void ratio vs. vertical effective stress results 
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Figure B-14:  Hydraulic conductivity vs. void ratio results 

 

B.2.4 Implications 

The results are mixed at first inspection, when assessing the potential benefits of PT on 

increasing in situ density of a deposit of tailings.  Comparing the total-PSD samplings, UT-

Total and PT-Total, the PT material achieves lower final densities at a given vertical effective 

stress.  In isolation, this is a negative outcome, as it means a lower in situ density, in a fully 

consolidated deposit.  However, the fabric created by PT, while having lower final densities, 

also has considerably higher hydraulic conductivities.  The higher hydraulic conductivities of 

PT material means that the rate of consolidation will be increased.  Hence, although a PT 

material may have a lower final density at a given vertical effective stress, the average in 

situ density within a TSF may, in some cases, be higher than UT material.  For example, in a 

deposit with a high rate of rise (ROR), a material that consolidates faster may achieve a 

higher average in situ density, despite having lower final densities at a given vertical 

effective stress.  This was suggested by modelling undertaken by Riley et al. (2015).  It is 
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further investigated subsequently in this paper, extended to include the effects of 

segregation of UT material. 

B.3 Numerical modelling 

B.3.1 General 

To enable assessment of the potential implications of PT for average in situ density within 

an idealised TSF, finite strain numerical modelling was undertaken using the software code 

CONDES0 (Yao and Znidarcic, 1997).  Finite strain consolidation modelling enables a more 

realistic simulation of the tailings deposition process, and the variation in materials 

properties with increasing vertical effective stress, to be captured, compared to infinitesimal 

strain consolidation procedures.  CONDES0 assesses one-dimensional consolidation, i.e. for 

a column of tailings of unit dimension.  It is noted that undertaking such comparisons by 

means of a one-dimensional consolidation model involves a number of implicit assumptions.  

Such an approach assumes that within the idealised deposit, tailings are deposited evenly 

across the entire area, and increase in all areas with a consistent ROR.  Such uniform 

behaviour is never observed in actual TSFs.  However, such an idealised approach is required 

to enable a practical comparison to be made with current tailings analysis technology and 

techniques. 

Material parameters for four different slurry types were developed:   

 UT – Total Sample 

 UT – Fine 

 UT – Coarse 

 PT – Total Sample 

The material parameters were developed through curve-fitting of the available 

consolidation results and initial void ratio values (e0) for each material.  The input 

parameters developed are outlined in Table B-4. 
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Table B-4:  CONDES0 input parameters for this study 

CONDES0 
Parameter 

Unit UT - Coarse UT - Fine UT - Total PT 

a - 0.78 1.62 1.18 1.46 

z - 0.71 1.08 1.01 0.32 

b - -0.12 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 

c m/s 8.0 × 10-8 1.2 × 10-8 4.5 × 10-8 82.1 × 10-7 

d - 3.4 3.9 4.0 5.1 

 

B.3.2 Rate of rise input 

The ROR of a tailings deposit is an important input, and output, of a finite strain 

consolidation model.  However, ROR can be defined in a number of ways when working with 

finite strain input and outputs.  Therefore, the various ways of describing ROR are outlined 

below for clarity: 

 Slurry ROR:  This represents the conceptual ROR that would occur, were the material 

deposited into an idealised TSF at a given rate, and if no settling or consolidation of 

the material occurred.  Hence, this is a function of only the deposition rate, slurry 

density, and the storage area.  This ROR will not be realised in most TSFs.  However, 

it represents the starting point for developing the ROR input for the models 

undertaken, in that Slurry ROR is consistent between the different materials when 

making comparisons.  As the dewatering behaviour of the materials considered here 

differ, the Slurry ROR is the last point of convergence for the simulations 

undertaken. 

 Depositional ROR:  This refers to the ROR that would occur, were the material 

deposited into an idealised TSF at a given rate, and settling, but no consolidation, 

were to occur.  Therefore, this is a function of the deposition rate, settled density 

(assumed ~e0, herein), and deposit area.  Similar to Slurry ROR, this form of ROR is 

unlikely to be realised in most TSFs.  However, Depositional ROR is important as it 

forms the input to CONDES0.  CONDES0 then operates in the range of soil behaviour 

where effective stresses are present, i.e. beyond e0. 
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 Realised ROR:  This refers to the actual ROR observed following model runs across a 

given time interval.  It is an output of CONDES0, based on the depositional ROR, and 

the consolidation characteristics of the material.  It simulates, as far as practical, the 

actual ROR that would be observed in the idealised TSF under consideration, under 

the conditions modelled.   

Models were run for each material at Slurry RORs of 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 m/year.  These 

values provide a wide spectrum of potential tailings behaviour.  The highest RORs used are 

beyond those typically relevant to deposition with TSFs, perhaps with the exception of 

cellular TSFs that are filled in series as part of mining works (for example, Beveridge et al., 

2015, Riley et al., 2015).  However, they have been included to provide a wide range of 

potential material behaviour for comparison. 

Models were run to simulate deposition over a five year period, with comparisons made 

based on the predicted condition of the deposit at the end of this period.  Post-deposition 

consolidation was not included in the comparisons made.  The bottom of the models were 

assumed to be impermeable – i.e. excess consolidation pore pressure could only dissipate to 

the top surface of the model. 

B.3.3 Comparison of Total-PSD samples 

The modelling process was first used to compare the behaviour of the total-gradation 

samples, UT-Total and PT-Total.  The UT-Total in this case represents the potential 

behaviour of UT material if it were mechanically dewatered sufficiently to produce a non-

segregating material – in this case to 45% GWC.  The comparison is provided in Figure B-15.  

The comparison is made on the basis of the average in situ dry density realised within the 

one dimensional model, after a simulated five years of deposition.  The results are 

compared based on the Slurry ROR used for each model – two models with the same Slurry 

ROR have the same deposition rate into the same deposit area. 
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Figure B-15:  Average realised in situ dry density comparison – Total PSD samples 

 

The results indicate that at a low ROR, where consolidation is largely completed during 

deposition for both materials, UT-Total material achieves higher in situ densities.  This is 

consistent with the higher final densities observed at a given vertical effective stress.  

However, as ROR is increased, the consolidation process becomes inhibited for UT material, 

resulting in a reduction in average realised in situ density.  Hence, at higher ROR this 

modelling predicts PT achieving higher overall densities. 

It is interesting to note that increasing Slurry ROR does not have a consistent effect on 

realised dry density for either material.  Rather, an increase in Slurry ROR may increase or 

decrease average in situ realised dry density, dependent on the progress of consolidation 

for a given material at a given ROR.  For example, if the increase in Slurry ROR is such that 

self-weight consolidation will be largely complete despite the increase, this can serve to 

increase average realised dry density, as a larger quantity of solids are deposited – and with 

an increase in solids, an increase in potential vertical total and vertical effective stress.  

Higher vertical effective stresses thus enable higher densities to be achieved.  Alternatively, 

when ROR increases such that self-weight consolidation becomes inhibited, this can reduce 

the average realised dry density, as indicated in Figure B-15.  The point at which increasing 
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ROR results in a decrease in average realised dry density is different for the two materials, 

as they undergo consolidation at different rates. 

B.3.4 Comparison of Segregated UT samples 

The effects of segregation on the behaviour of UT material were compared, as outlined in 

Figure B-16.  As would be expected based on the consolidation test results, the UT-Fine 

material achieves relatively low densities, while the UT-Coarse material densities are 

significantly higher.  The results “straddle” the results of the UT-Total material.  

 

Figure B-16:  Average realised in situ dry density comparison – including UT segregation 

 

To provide an estimate of the average realised in situ density for an idealised deposit where 

segregation was occurring, the UT-Coarse and UT-Fine material trends have been averaged.  

This is a simplified, and probably speculative, assumption which implicitly assumes that the 

UT-Fine and UT-Coarse materials each occupy half the surface area of the TSF deposit.  

Rather, there will be a gradual variation in the deposited materials PSD along the beach as 

segregation occurs.  Fully accommodating this process is likely beyond the practical 

capabilities of current tailings practice.  For example, it would require testing a nearly 

infinite number of gradations, and developing a distribution of each to enable consolidation 
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modelling and density estimation.  For the purposes of the current paper, the authors 

believe the technique adopted is sufficient to enable comparisons and broad trends to be 

interpreted. 

The results also indicate that the average value in the idealised segregated deposit is lower 

than that of a non-segregating situation.  Separate to the consideration of PT, this is 

noteworthy for consideration of the potential benefits of thickened tailings deposition, as 

such deposition schemes will generally eliminate or greatly reduce segregation occurring 

within a TSF.  This is independent of the potential increase in final vertical effective stresses 

often seen as a result of increased slurry density across a range of non-segregating slurry 

densities (for example, Reid and Fourie 2015a). 

B.3.5 Comparison of Segregated UT samples with Total-PSD PT 

The results of the above models are combined for comparison in Figure B-17.  The inclusion 

of segregation considerations to the assessment of the potential benefits of PT is seen to be 

meaningful for the material studied in this work.  When segregation effects are included, 

the ROR at which the PT material is predicted to give better average realised in situ dry 

densities decreases by 50%.  Whether the inclusion of segregation in such an analysis would 

affect the decision to potentially implement PT for a particular deposit would depend on a 

number of factors related to the various costs involved in doing so (or not).  However, the 

authors believe that the results obtained herein provide some guidance on the potential 

negative implications of segregation on in situ dry density, and present a relatively 

straightforward method to include segregation in such an analysis. 
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Figure B-17:  Average realised in situ dry density comparison – Segregated UT and PT 

 

B.3.6 Limitations 

In order to undertake the comparisons presented herein, significant idealisation of tailings 

deposition has been required.  For example, it was assumed that deposition would be 

uniform over the plan area of the idealised TSF storage area, with the same ROR in all 

locations.  Further, accounting for the different densities of the segregated material was 

simplified to a simple unweighted average between UT-Coarse and UT-Fine.  It is unknown if 

this is a reasonable assumption as, to the author’s knowledge, no such modelling to include 

segregation has been previously undertaken. 

Whether the magnitude of average realised dry density increases that were observed at 

some ranges of ROR would warrant implementation of PT for this material is beyond the 

scope of this paper.  This would require financial comparisons considering, at a minimum, 

the cost of TSF wall raise construction (or more generally, storage capacity construction) and 

the cost of implementing PT.   

It is noted that an increase in dry density is only one of a number of different reasons for 

potentially implementing PT.  Others include improving return water clarity, increasing 
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beach slope and/or increasing strength gain on the surface of a deposit to enable 

rehabilitation works.  These were not considered in this work. 

The potential for significant post-depositional shearing of the PT material was not included 

in this study.  Testing of sheared PT materials has indicated that this may reduce some of 

the potential benefits of PT, depending on the magnitude of shear (Jeeravipoolvarn et al., 

2014, Reid and Fourie, 2015a). 

B.4 Conclusions 

A series of consolidation tests were undertaken on intentionally-segregated UT material, to 

assess the effects of such segregation on the consolidation behaviour of the material.  

Segregation was seen to result in a relatively coarse-grained material (UT-Coarse) with high 

hydraulic conductivity and final density, and a finer-grained material (UT-Fine) with low 

hydraulic conductivity and final density. 

The consolidation results obtained in this study were then compared to previous testing on 

the material from a thick non-segregating slurry (UT-Total) and PT material, and used to 

develop input parameters for finite-strain consolidation models for each of the four 

materials.  The consolidation models were undertaken to assess the effects of the different 

consolidation characteristics of each material on the average in situ dry densities realised in 

a series of idealised deposition scenarios with different ROR.   

The consolidation modelling indicated that both ROR, and potential segregation had a 

significant effect on the comparisons between UT and PT materials.  At high ROR, the higher 

rate of consolidation for PT material resulted in an increased average in situ realised dry 

density within an idealised deposit.  This would imply that less storage volume would be 

required, all else being equal.  The segregation of UT magnified the potential of PT to 

increase average in situ dry density, owing to the slow rate of consolidation for the UT-Fine 

material. 

The limitations of the work include significant idealisation of deposition to enable 

comparisons to be made, the lack of consideration of financial considerations as to whether 

the increase in dry density achieved is sufficient to warranted PT implementation, and 

potential effects of shear-degradation on the behaviour of PT samples.
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C. Sample preparation and testing photographs 

 

Initial mixing of soils in a dry state 

 

Addition of first half of polymer 
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Initial bucket-pour mixing 

 

Addition of second half of polymer dosage 
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Slurry consolidometer system for Method 1 sample preparation 
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Slurry consolidometer loading 

 

Consistency of material after PT 
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Mixing system for preparation of initial slurry, and for shearing of PT slurry (when carried 

out) 

 

Shearing PT material, for testing outlined in Appendix A 
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Pouring UT material into slurry consolidometer system 

 

Placement of loading system onto slurry consolidometer 
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Base platen for Method 1 triaxial preparation 

 

Split mould and membrane addition 
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Extrusion of triaxial specimen into mould 

 

Specimen within triaxial cell following removal of split mould 
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DSS specimen after trimming and placement onto DSS base 

 

 

DSS testing system  
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Special platens used to perform shear test on water, to assess friction of system 

 

DSS test on water, while shearing 
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Interface testing system, PT sample on 316 stainless steel plate 

 

 

Placement of sand drainage layer on base of centrifuge 
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Mixing of large UT sample for beam centrifuge testing 

 

UT material after pouring into beam centrifuge strong box 
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Preloading of UT specimen in strong box 

 

Preparation of CPTu cone above UT sample prior to spinning 
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Spreading of PT material into strong box 

 

PT material levelled within strong box after filling 
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Geotextile filter for preloading of specimens in strong box 

 

T-bar penetrometer prepared above PT sample prior to spinning 
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Piston sampler, end of PT test 

 

Extrusion of specimens from piston sampler for drying.
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D. Scanning electron microscope images 

D.1 General and sample preparation 

In an attempt to further investigate the effects of PT fabric, SEM images were taken of 

samples of both UT and PT material.  The images were taken of samples after having been 

vertically consolidated to 80 kPa as part of the slurry consolidometer sample preparation 

system for triaxial specimens.  The SEM sample preparation and imaging were carried out at 

UWA’s Centre for Microscopy, Characterisation, and Analysis.  Most of the steps outlined 

below were carried out by the Centre’s staff on behalf of the candidate. 

Successfully obtaining representative images of a soil’s fabric within an SEM can be difficult, 

owing to sample disturbance.  This can include both the cutting/trimming of the sample to 

produce a “face” to be imaged, and the requirement of most SEM systems that the sample 

be in a dry condition owing to the vacuum used during the imaging process (Mitchell and 

Soga 2005).  In an attempt to obtain relatively undisturbed and therefore useful images of 

UT and PT sample fabric, two techniques were attempted: 

 Critical point drying (CPD), wherein the water within the sample is replaced first with 

acetone, then liquid carbon dioxide.  Carbon dioxide is used as its critical point is 

straightforward to achieve – i.e. does not require excessive pressure or temperature.  

The critical point represents where the liquid and gaseous phases of the material are 

indistinguishable. 

 Cryo-scanning electron microscopy (CSEM), where the samples are cryogenically frozen 

and the SEM imaging occurs within a cryogenic chamber, thus preventing the fluid 

within the sample from damaging the SEM equipment/ 

In both methods, the sample was then coated with a thin layer of gold in a vacuum 

evaporator, in order to place a conducting film across the imaged surface (Mitchell and Soga 

2005).   
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D.2 Description of images 

Selected images obtained from SEM are outlined in Section D.3 and D.4.  The results of 

comparisons of the images is provided as follows: 

 Qualitative comparison of the images was unable to indicate a consistent difference in 

the material fabrics for UT and PT specimens.  This was the case for images obtained by 

means of both CPD and CSEM. 

 Analytical comparison of the images was also attempted with the open source code 

ImageJ (NIH 2012).  However, no meaningful quantitative difference between the 

samples could be elucidated through the algorithms applied by this software code. 

On the basis of the above, the results of the imaging exercise are inconclusive with respect 

to the visually apparent differences in fabric resulting from PT.  This may be a result of 

sample disturbance during preparation for SEM imaging, which may have been 

compounded owing to the wide gradation of particle sizes – for example, trimming of a 

clayey specimen could be affected by the presence of sand sized particles along the cutting 

edge.   

While the imaging carried out in this study was of limited practical use, the linkage of such 

imaging to mechanical behaviour of PT materials represents an important area of future 

research. 
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D.3 CPD Images 

D.3.1 UT Sample 
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D.3.2 PT Sample 
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D.4 CSEM Images 

D.4.1 UT Sample 
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D.4.2 PT Sample 

 

 

.
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